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THE TRI-STATE AREA’S PREMIERE LANDSCAPE CONTRACTOR

Walkways, patios, & stonewalls
Cobblestone, outdoor kitchens,
& fire-pits
Heated aprons, walkways,
& terraces

Weekly lawn maintenance
Lawn installation
(seeding, sod, hydro-seeding)
Turf maintenance
Mulch delivered & installed

Vista clearing
Land/brush clearing
Driveways installed & repaired
Tree/shrub planting
Excavating

(860) 397 5267 • service@kindredpropertycare.com • www.kindredpropertycare.com
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We’re here to insure your entire world.
With three offices in Copake, Valatie, and Chatham we are here to help you with any of your insurance needs.
Contact us today for a quote on your home, auto, business, health insurance or life insurance.
We are the Kneller Agency and we’re here to insure your world.

1676 Route 7A
Copake, N.Y. 12516
P. 518.329.3131

Kneller Insurance
Agency

6 Church Street
Chatham, N.Y. 12037
P. 518.392.9311

3030 Main Street
Valatie, NY 12184
P. 518.610.8164

Auto • Home • Farm • Business & Commercial • Life, Health & Long Term Care

It’s almost pool and BBQ season!
Give us a call and we’ll make
sure that you’re ready to
get the party started!

CROWN
Kneller Insurance
ENERGY CORP.
Agency

SERVICES:

Propane • Heating Oil • Diesel Fuel • Gasoline • Kerosene
Heating Systems • Service • Installations • 24 Hour Service

(518) 789 3014 • (845) 635 2400

1 John Street, Millerton, NY 12546 • www.crownenergycorp.com
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TRANSPORTED IN BOTH
TIME AND SPACE…
The month of May has doubled as our
much-beloved transportation-themed
issue for quite a few years now. It quickly became one of our fan-favorites. But
as I find myself stating every May in
this very section, transportation does
not just mean cars. Like we quite frequently do with our themes, we cast a
wide net. Transportation to us has quite
a broad definition, and encompasses
just about anything and everything
that could qualify as transporting anyone or anything from point A to point
B. We’ve of course featured cars before
as well as airplanes and trains (and we
in fact have three such stories in this
issue), but in past years we’ve brought
you pieces about bicycles, hot air balloons, horses, and even runners – as in
a person who runs. After all, our two
feet work as a mode of transportation!
This year we’ve compiled a pretty
full issue for you, one that runs the
gamut of topics under our “transportation” header. And to be honest, I’m
always so surprised (pleasantly) and
happy to see the creativity and ideas
that the Main Street team comes up
with! I personally find their individualized voices and writing styles to
shine through in the stories that they
tackle, and their special touch is what
makes them uniquely theirs. That special touch and individualized voice is
also what (I think) makes this publication appeal to so many of our friends,
family, and neighbors: there is literally
something for everyone to be found on
these pages. So thank you for reading!
While reading, proofing, and laying out all of the stories in this issue,
I found that many of them touched
upon common themes. There are lighthearted stories as well as some that
tackle serious issues. There are stories
that highlight perseverance and determination. There are parts of stories that
showcase joy and dreams coming true.
There are two stories, in particular, that
highlight important issues and raise
awareness, as well as highlight ways in
which we, as individuals, can also make
a difference.
So while you flip through the following pages of this May issue, I hope
that you read a story or two that resonate with you, that entertain you, and
that you’ll take something away from.
We always strive to tell a good story, a
true story – a story about the people,
places, and things from the place that
we call home. These are those stories
– albeit wrapped up and delivered under the umbrella of transportation this
month. As always, thank you for reading and for supporting our advertisers.
Happy month of May.
		

– Thorunn Kristjansdottir
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Wherever the road may take you…
in whatever mode of transportation…
may you have a safe and joyous
journey.
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artist profile

ARTIST PROFILE: REBECCA BLOOMFIELD

The journey of a
thousand miles
By CB Wismar
info@mainstreetmag.com

Rebecca Bloomfield loves to help
things grow.
That may seem like an off-beat way
of introducing a talented photographer who is gaining local notoriety because of her work on Small Town Big
Talk currently on display at the David
M. Hunt Library in Falls Village, CT,
as well as on the library’s website. It is,
however, the truth. Growing on many
levels is very much at the heart of
Rebecca’s career journey.
Born and raised in Cleveland, OH,
Rebecca and her two sisters enjoyed
the intriguing balance of having one
parent who is a physician (her father)
and one who is a well-regarded novelist (her mother). The balance of caring and creativity has had a profound
influence on all three Bloomfield
children.
Rebecca chose to attend college
in Canada – she has dual citizenship – and explored “Development
Studies,” with a focus on emerging
Third World cultures and economies.
Growing.

a curriculum tie-in through both
science and humanities, the Edible
School Yard project has for 25 years
engaged students and community in
planting, harvesting, cooking, sharing.
Growing.
The journey was far from over
for Rebecca. With organic farming becoming a passion, she went to
Michigan on an educational fellowship to be part of the Michigan State
University organic farmer training
program. Program completed, she was
off to Canada, once again, to establish
her own organic farm outside of Ottawa. Growing.
Full circle

With understanding, experience, and
an unbridled passion to become fully
engaged in a community dedicated to
growth, Rebecca returned to Camp
Isabella Freedman, this time to work
for six years as a fellow in the Adamah
program.
When Rebecca felt it was time to
write the next chapter, she acknowledged that she felt very much at home
Go West…
in the Litchfield Hills, “where I can
With an introductory experience at
reach the Appalachian trail in five
Camp Isabella Freedman in Falls Vil- minutes by foot, and Grand Central
lage, working in their organic farm,
Station in two hours by train.”
Bloomfield found her way to Berkeley,
Her decision to stay was more than
CA, and the ”Edible School Yard”
a physical decision, it was emotional
project at a public middle school
and spiritual, as well. “I wanted to
– Martin Luther King, Jr. Middle
honor the artist part of me,” she says
School – in that community. With
with great conviction.
Those of a certain age may remember the quiet revolution begun in
1989 when Martha Sinetar published
Do What You Love, The Money Will
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Follow: Discovering Your Right Livelihood. Rebecca Bloomfield could be
the 21st century model for that affirmation.
Where did photography figure
in this story?

Throughout the adventures that have
been aggregated in Rebecca Bloomfield’s life until now, the notion of
storytelling has been a strong undercurrent. Armed with a camera, she’s
been able to document the magic of
a group of middle school students
in California learning the mysteries
of planting, growth, harvesting, and
cooking. Throughout the process of
acquiring and running an organic
farm in Canada, there was the presence of the visual diary, the cryptic
notes of narrative. As she approached
her next adventure, the allure of being
a full-time, professional photographer
… a visual storyteller … emerged as
her focus.
There are many “schools” of photography in the sense of approaches,
goals, techniques and disciplines
that professional photographers have
developed since Louis Daguerre
successfully harnessed centuries of experimentation to present, in 1839, the
first true photographic image. Landscapes, portraits, architectural studies,
news reporting, event documentation
… each has an infinite number of
shadings and stylistic options.
For Rebecca, the focus of her work
was very clear. “I approach photography as a visual listener and storyteller.
I aim to illuminate authentic mo-

artist profile

ments of human connection and to
spark emotion and meaning. I love
working with clients who are excited
to be surprised by their photos, who
want a collection of candid and unfiltered moments.”
Legendary photographer Diane
Arbus was celebrated for her approach
which was, at the time, revolutionary.
“By befriending, not objectifying her
subjects, she was able to capture in her
work a rare psychological intensity.”
(Tessa DeCarlo in Smithsonian Magazine, May 2004).
For Rebecca Bloomfield, that
practice of befriending her subjects is
a beautifully unique approach that has
resulted in a portfolio that presents
families being who they are. Children
are not posed and set against a staged
background. They wander and walk,
play and cling to their parents in
images that will be fondly recalled for
years to come.
Imagery as transportation

At its heart, transportation is about
movement. At the heart of Small Town
Big Talk is transportation … movement … growth. As an art installation, it is an amalgam of portraits
of the residents of a small town in
northwestern Connecticut. The black
and white images are crisp, the faces
resolute and the effect is calming.
Everything in the town must be, basically, good.
Embellish those images with the
quotes selected by interviewer Adam
Sher, and the portraits find their voices. The effort has been made to take a

selection of the population and allow
them to share Big Talk, not small
talk. This is more than “Hey, how are
you?” It is a moment of revealing the
soul behind the face … and within
the town.
The value of the project? On a
primary level, it gives voice and face
to a community. On a longer lasting
trajectory, it encourages dialog and
understanding. It celebrates a place
and its people and eagerly welcomes
the civic and societal growth that
comes with deeper conversations.
The project as presented both on
the Hunt Library Art Wall and in the
accompanying book, which is for sale
at the library to benefit its operations.
It was created as a civic art project
supported by a grant from Bridging
Divides, Healing Communities a fund
of Berkshire Taconic Community
Foundation. So, it would seem that
this project has been a logical, engaging extension of Rebecca Bloomfield’s
enchantment with growth.

to create a visual poem of life in isolation and, because her talent is not
limited to photography, add a musical
score that selects a cut from an album
of her singing that she had previously
recorded at The Music Cellar in Millerton, NY.
Presented on her website, rebeccabloomfield.com, Home Alone
documents her sequestered life with
charm, intimacy and – here it comes
– growth. The soundtrack she selected
presents a very lyrical, softly elegant
presentation of Bob Dylan’s 1974
song Shelter From the Storm. Dylan’s
poetry seems truly appropriate to the
journey Rebecca Bloomfield has taken
and to the direction she has chosen
going forward.

Home Alone

Currently on display at the Hunt Library
in Falls Village is the product of Rebecca’s
photographic art. “Small Town Big Talk” is
a collaboration with Adam Sher and Meg
Sher. Visit rebeccabloomfield.com to view the
project, her portfolio and to reach out to her.
Are you an artist and interested in being
featured in Main Street Magazine? Send
a brief bio, artist’s statement, and a link
to your work through the arts form on our
“arts” page on our website.

Work and life for most everyone was
changed immeasurably by the impact
of COVID-19 on bases both global
and local. Artists who thrive on having their work seen and appreciated
by others have tried to be resourceful
in utilizing social media and creating
display opportunities that went from
foreign to commonplace in a matter
of days.
For Rebecca, the isolation demanded by the pandemic inspired her to
turn her camera on herself –

Above, L-R, top
to bottom: Walker
Plato, Denver 2020.
Ted and Moy, January 2021. Marleen
Van Gulick, January
2018. All images
courtesy of the artist, Rebecca Bloomfield. Opposite page:
The artist, Rebecca
Bloomfield. Photo
by Yonah Sadeh.

“She walked up to me so gracefully
and took my crown of thorns
‘Come in,’ she said, ‘I’ll give you
shelter from the storm.’”
Caring, creativity … and growth. •
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Offering DIY workshops!
Stop in or check us out on Facebook for upcoming classes

518 567 6737 • 20 main street, millerton, ny
open thursday-monday 11-4 • Merwinfarmandhome@gmail.com

The Hair Lounge
The Hair Lounge
(518) 325-4679

A color and hair design studio

HILLSDALE, NY • info@eswps.com
www.easternstateswellandpumpservices.com
Mass. Lic. #101, 704 & 949 • NY. Lic. #10061 • Conn. Lic. #85 & 364

The Hair Lounge

Loren Whiteley • Tarah Kennedy • Amy Carol • Kelly Kilmer
Joe Musso • Hailey Cookingham
143 Route 44 • Millerton, NY • (518) 592 • 1167

Robinson Leech Real Estate
CT – MA – NY • Distinctive Country Properties

ROBINSON LEECH REAL ESTATE: Showing country properties all around the NW CT corner and across
State lines of NY and MA. Call Robin Leech for additional information.
OFFERED BY ROBINSON LEECH REAL ESTATE:
A FABULOUS TWIN LAKES CONTEMPARY sits on 3.9
acres, with 300’ of shorefront on a 4 season sports lake. This
8000 sft home is carefully designed for living at any level. 4 en
suite bedrooms are complemented with two, fully connected,
personal offices that can double as additional bedrooms if needed.
The two story library, family entertainment center, wonderfully
equipped kitchen, and living room with a large stone fireplace
and 32’ ceiling, highlight some of the many features to be seen
upon a viewing. All main rooms have western views over the lake
to the Berkshire hills. A boat and motor is included, to access the
other lake. Exclusively offered at $5,950,000.

SALISBURY: A 10
ACRE hideaway parcel to
build your own country
home. A high cleared
hillside offering sensational distant views.Open and
wooded, there is also a
ravine area with a mountain stream that could fill
a deep, if constructed,
pond. Broker owned
since 1970’s. UNIQUE.
Offered at $550,000.

318 Main Street • Lakeville, Connecticut • 860-435-9891 • www.robinleechrealestate.com
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friendly faces

friendly faces: meet our neighbors, visitors and friends

When you meet James Schultz, you notice two attributes immediately: he has two different color eyes,
and he is a friendly neighbor. For James, home is where
his heart is. He was a household mover with Allied Van
Lines for over ten years. He started out working in the
warehouse and would eventually buy his own tractor
trailer. “During that time, I explored and stayed in all of
the lower 48 states,” James recalls. “I suppose you could
say that I have an impressive memory for geography, and
often know about Anytown, USA.” James and his wife
Katja made Millerton, NY, their home seven years ago
and have since had three children. During the time as a
mover, he renovated an 1873 house that they now call
home. Today, he is working on his new entrepreneurial
endeavor which allows him to do what he loves to do,
home renovations.

Raquel Echevarria joined the Northeast Community
Center (NECC) in Millerton, NY, as a transportation
program coordinator in December of 2020 and says what
she loves most about her job is the ability to give local
people in need the access to live their lives as independently as possible. “I recently moved to Millerton about
two years ago,” says Raquel. “I like to walk on the Rail
Trail when it’s nice outside and spend time with my
sister. The one thing I like about the Millerton area is
the peaceful quiet.” Raquel looks forward to assisting
the NECC in prioritizing the transportation of seniors
to medical appointments or any other transportation
request in Dutchess County for the towns she services.

Torrington, CT, resident Wendy Miller is the education
program manager at the Sharon Audubon Center where
she oversees the education program and teaches a variety
of environmental programs to school children. “This past
year I have been teaching a lot of virtual programs to the
kids,” Wendy says. “I am also the summer camp director
and plan and oversee the summer nature programs.”
Wendy has been working at the Sharon Audubon Center
for nearly 24 years and enjoys the opportunity to have
tried so many different things during her time there.
“Since I have been working at Audubon for so long, I get
to see kids who I taught as Pre-K students go on to college and continue to get excited remembering programs
that they did with me as a kid,” she says. “Some of them
even go on to work in the environmental field!”

A native of Torrington, CT, respiratory therapist Heather
Dubourg says her diverse role at Sharon Hospital is
both engaging and rewarding. “I get to work throughout
the whole hospital; I work on every unit and assist with
emergent situations where someone may need help with
their breathing,” she said. As the seasons turn warmer,
she and her partner are excited to hit the trails on
their all-terrain vehicle, as well as make scenic car rides
through the area. “Living in Winchester now, I appreciate
the serenity of our lakes and ponds, rural walking areas
and the great neighbors that make up our community,”
she added. Dubourg notes that the past year has not been
without challenges. “There was so much to learn in our
field to ensure patients had the best health outcomes
amid COVID-19. We are deeply grateful to the region
for their support and to my fellow therapists for their
patience, courage, and perseverance.”

Francisco Camacho owns and operates Countryside
Car Service. “We provide transportation, detailing and
concierge services and have been in business for nine
years.” Francisco has been in the transportation business
for 23 years and says he loves the freedom and challenges
that come with being your own boss. “I am very grateful
to live in area that embraces small business. In my line of
work I enjoy the smiles per mile.” Outside of work Francisco enjoys riding his road bike and spending time with
family. Originally from Yonkers, NY, Francisco planted
his roots in Hillsdale, NY, 12 years ago. “My wife’s family
has a long history in Hillsdale and it makes living here
very special to us. I enjoy the friendliness of our small
community, open space, and the nature that surrounds
us. Although the past year has been a challenge, I look
forward to what the future brings.”

Chris Stalker and his wife Angie are the owners and
operators of Hillsdale Repairs, an auto, truck repair and
towing company in the town of Hillsdale, NY. “I have
been in the family business my entire life as Hillsdale
Repairs was started by my father,” says Chris. “I love
helping and meeting new people.” Outside of work Chris
enjoys spending time with his family, his dog, and race
cars. “I was born and raised here in Hillsdale and I love
the country living and community,” says Chris. “I am
always looking forward to meeting new people and lending them a helping hand.”
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tristate
antique
restoration
BAR • TAPAS
RESTAURANT

Dine in • Take out • Curbside pick-up

518.789.0252
52 Main Street, Millerton
52main.com

SPECIALIZING IN ANTIQUE
FURNITURE RESTORATION

CONALL HALDANE | proprietor
191 wiltsie bridge road | ancramdale, ny 12503
518 329 0411 | www.tristateantiquerestoration.com

“We like your smile
when we’re done.”

Lightning Protection!

Berkshire
Roofing

RESIDENTIAL ROOFING SPECIALIST
www.alrci.com

518-789-4603
845-373-8309

Written estimates • Fully insured • Big crew, fast service!

860-480-6490 | www.bgrco.net

May’s Events: Mei’s Dumplings, Great Cape
Baking Co., ReChic Boutique Truck, Marilyn’s
Gourmet food cart, & Mole Mole Food Truck.
Check us out on social media for dates.

73

Accepting
only the

EXCEPTIONAL.
www.harney.com
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Farm Raised pork, beef, eggs & sweet corn , locally sourced
fruits, vegetables, dairy, cheeses, fresh bread, baked goods,
fresh coffee, gourmet sandwiches, gourmet grocery & gifts
Phone: 518-789-6880 • 196 Old Post Road #4, Millerton, NY
www.thefarmstoreatwillowbrook.com • Store hours: Thurs-Mon 10-6
Facebook: The Farm Store at Willow Brook • Instagram: thefarmstoreatwb

business

Sky King

RICK SLOAN OF THE GREAT
BARRINGTON AIRPORT

By Christine Bates
info@mainstreetmag.com
When did planes first fly from
this airport?

A couple of farmers started flying
from their potato field here in 1909,
not so long after the Wright’s first
flight in 1903. The Modolo brothers
created an actual airstrip in 1914. In
those days it was called “anywhere”
airport. Walter Koladza, a former test
pilot, purchased the airport at the end
of World War II and owned it until
his death in 2004. Walt replaced the
grass airstrip with asphalt in the late
1950s. Currently there are only six or
seven airports operating in Massachusetts that are privately owned but
open to the public.

from Fairview Hospital in Great Barrington to trauma centers in Albany
or Hartford. There are night lights
on the strip that can be switched on
remotely; however, only experienced
pilots who know the airstrip are permitted to land after dark.
Who uses the airport?

Anyone who loves flying can take
lessons, keep their plane here, repair
a plane, rent a plane, or land here.
About 44 airplanes are based here,
but any small aircraft may refuel on
their way to Florida or spend the day
in Great Barrington. Pilots fly in from
as far away as Long Island for plane
maintenance because our mechanics
How did you end up owning
have such a great reputation and we’re
an airport?
less expensive than large airports.
Walt Koladza and his wife Louise
Turbo props deliver students athad no kids and wanted the airport
tending private schools from as far
to continue operating. They didn’t
away as Florida. Jimmy Buffet used
want to sell it and have it turned into to fly his own kids up here to attend
a housing development. Out of the
school. Business people, especially
kindness of their hearts they gave it to lawyers, fly in for meetings and leave
four people who were committed to
a couple of hours later. We have
keeping it as an old-fashioned public “courtesy” cars at no charge to get into
airport with no fences. Eventually I
town and go to restaurants or a meetbecame the majority owner.
ing. A pilot might hop in a plane and
fly to Sky Acres Airport in Millbrook
How long is the runway?
for lunch or down to Block Island for
The runway is about 2,600 feet long the day. Charters have brought people
and 50 feet wide. Private jets need a
in for funerals and weddings. On
runway that’s at least 4,000 feet long weekends some people fly in for the
and have to land in Pittsfield or Coraces at Lime Rock. In the summer
lumbia County Airport in Hudson,
we may have two or three chartered
NY. Planes from single engine Piper
planes land every day. It’s really crazy
Cubs to PC12 Turbo Props can land at graduation time.
and take off here. There’s no control
tower but CATF, Common Air Traffic Who owns the planes based
Frequency, is always monitored for
here? How much do they cost?
pilots wanting to land. Helicopters
Contrary to what you might imagine,
also land here. Once or twice a week owners and pilots are just average
Life Star helicopters fly in to take
people, not the 1%. They are retired
critical patients arriving by ambulance policemen, mechanics, car salesmen,
teachers, or small business owners
who love flying. You can buy a small
used plane for under $25,000, less
than the cost of a pick-up truck.
New planes are over $125,000 up
to $250,000. If you keep your plane

here monthly expenses would be $285
to rent hanger space or $75 for a tie
down. Annual inspections depend
on the plane and range from $800 to
$4,000. Insurance premiums depend
on the age of the plane, the pilot and
his/her experience.

Above: Rick Solan,
just before taking
off for a lesson in
a “kit” plane at the
Great Barrington
Airport. All photos
in this article by
Christine Bates and
Peter Greenough.

What planes do you fly?

As long as I get my butt off the
ground I’m a happy person. I’ll fly
anything from an ultralight to a huge
Boeing. I bought my first plane in
1999 and right now I own all Pipers:
a Cherokee 140, a Warrior, an Archer
II, a Dakota, an Arrow III, and my
favorite, the J-3 Cub.
What are the biggest
challenges?

Weather is the airport’s biggest challenge, especially when there are cross
winds over 20 miles an hour that shut
down our runway. There can be seven
or eight days when the wind prevents
Continued on next page …
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landing or taking off. If the weather is
perfect we can have 300 planes a day
come in. It takes a day to get the runway plowed if we have a heavy snow.
Then there is regulation by the FAA
of the airport and the flight school
and our maintenance and inspection
services. Despite our safety record,
insurance is a huge cost that just keeps
going up. Neighbors complain about
the noise despite our efforts to limit
takeoff times and direct air traffic
away from houses. We are a non-conforming use in a R4 residential area
so we are limited in what we can do.
For example we can’t have our own
restaurant – just chips and drinks that
I buy myself.
Pilots feel that if you can fly out of
Great Barrington you can fly anyplace
in the world. We are located in a bowl
and there are always predominate
east-west cross winds on our runway.
Narrow tolerances, a short runway
and nasty down drafts add to the challenge.
Great Barrington bills itself as
a friendly airport. What makes
it friendly?

There are no gates here. Anyone can
drive in and have a picnic and watch
planes in the sky. Line guys will show
kids the inside of the planes and let
them sit in the cockpit. Fire departments come here to practice cleaning
up toxic spills – with water of course.
The National Guard enacts emergency rescue operations. Boy scouts
have camp outs in our hangers in the
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winter and get their aviation badges
here. The Rotary uses the airport to
fundraise for scholarships. There are
cancer runs and pancake breakfasts.
We are very supportive of our community and welcoming to all visitors.
How do you make money?

How do you make a million dollars
in aviation? Start with five million.
That’s an old joke. Our airport stays
in business primarily because of flight
instruction and our airplane service
revenues. We employ 14 people fulltime plus flight instructors. We also
offer private aerial sightseeing. For
$215 an hour three passengers can
fly over to the Hudson River or do a
scenic tour of the Berkshires. Regional
charter flights are also available.
How has Covid affected your
business?

Above: A single engine plane gets refueled before taking off from Great Barrington
Airport. Below, left: The Great Barrington Airport’s mechanics attract airplanes from all
over New England. It is one of the oldest in the North East, and bills itself as a friendly
airport open to everyone who is interested in aviation.

people become certified pilots, an
additional six or seven become instruWe were shut down for three months ment rated, and eight to ten qualify as
and survived with a PPP loan. Now
commercial pilots.
that we can operate again the phone
Every year ten to fifteen students
has been ringing off the hook. I have from Berkshire School take a credited
had to buy three new planes for teach- class in aviation. One of the graduates
ing to meet demand.
became the US National Acrobatic
Pilot Chamption and another flies for
How much does it cost to get
DHL. For them it can be the begina pilot’s license?
ning of a career.
It takes 60 to 80 hours of instruction
to learn how to fly and get a private
How did you become a pilot?
pilots license. The national average
My father was an Air Force mechanic
is 65 hours and our average is 55 to
and his idea of a picnic was going
60 hours. Every hour of instruction
to an airfield on Sunday afternoons
here costs $185 for plane, instructo watch airplanes. Stanley Segalla,
tor, and gas so it works out to a little the “flying farmer,” was related to
over $11,000. Annually ten to twelve my mother and started me flying. I
became a line boy in 1972 learning
how to fuel and park planes. I starting
taking lessons and in 1973 got my
pilot’s license. Then I flew for Bar
Harbor Airline and, many flight hours
later, was hired by American Airlines
in 1984. For 36 years I flew all over
the world for American as a pilot and
was an instructor on Boeing Triple 7’s
for 22 years.
Pilots are required to retire at age
65 and my last flight was on April 1,
2020. I never wanted to be a baseball
player or a lawyer, only a pilot. In
my career I have logged in more than
45,000 hours of flight time.

Do you think that aviation is still
a great career?

This airport has helped over 600
people have aviation careers. My
19-year-old son Joe, the youngest airport manager in Massachusetts, grew
up at this airport and aims to become
a commercial airline pilot, which requires logging over 1,500 miles in the
air. There is a shortage of pilots as the
pilots of my generation retire – 700 to
800 a year. And the military is training fewer pilots because of drones.
Despite advanced technology, which
can land a plane, you will always need
a human up front.
What is most satisfying to you?

Aviation is, and has always been,
my world. I love flying and teaching
others. The most important thing to
me is keeping this small town airport
open to the community. This is my
life and I’m happiest when other people come to the airport, walk on the
field and touch an airplane, or when a
new pilot takes his first passenger for a
ride. Late in the afternoon I often hop
in a plane and fly a little loop around
this beautiful countryside. •

Quality that out
blooms the rest!

(860) 364-5380

349A Main Street, Lakeville, CT
www.roaringoaksflorist.com

HELP STOP INDUSTRIAL SOLAR
FROM TAKING OVER RURAL COMMUNITIES
While having a positive impact on climate change, the surge of renewable energy development in New York State
is set to have devastating effects on rural communities, residents and local municipalities.
The massive industrial solar facility proposed to take over hundreds of acres of prime farmland in Copake
and Craryville will dramatically alter the fabric of the community. This is only the beginning as New York State
has implemented a number of efforts that allow out of state energy developers to take over prime farmland
and install massive facilities with little to no environmental studies required. In fact, many of these companies
stand to pay little to no tax - further impacting rural communities.
Sensible Solar for Rural New York has launched a significant advocacy campaign to help Copake,
Craryville and surrounding rural communities fight back against New York State’s policies and stop
greedy energy developers from destroying our countryside.
PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO LEARN MORE AND TO CONTRIBUTE TO OUR EFFORTS.
YOUR DONATIONS WILL HELP TO PRESERVE RURAL NEW YORK FOR GENERATIONS TO COME.
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the perfect personalized gift
for mother’s day, graduation,
anniversary & more

A finely crafted collection of hand-stamped
jewelry that is interchangeable and can be
personalized to have a special meaning.
Visit & shop online at elizabethsjewelry.com
or call us at (518) 789-4649

MILLERTON

ALL YOUR
PROJECT
NEEDS
UNDER
ONE ROOF!

Visit our two convenient locations in

PINE PLAINS & STANFORDVILLE, NY
518-771-3326 | 845-868-7401 | Open 7 Days a Week
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geary.nyc

34 Main Street
Millerton, NY 12546

info@geary.nyc

baking

Lava
Cake
GLUTEN-FREE
MOLTEN

By Olivia Valentine &
Caroline Markonic
info@mainstreetmag.com

There are so many chocolate desserts
to enjoy: chocolate cakes, chocolate
cookies, chocolate pudding, chocolate
mousse, chocolate pastries, chocolate
donuts, the list is endless! So, given all
these delicious options, how did we
decide which chocolate recipe would
be our May dessert of choice?
Easy, we picked one that is simple,
quick, warm, and – well – very chocolatey!
Not just lava, but molten lava!

Molten Lava Cake is the go-to dessert
in our house when we need something
in a jiffy or for when we are craving a
rich and delicious chocolate treat. It is
the one dessert we make that always
receives a “YESSSSSS” when we tell
family and friends it is on the menu.
The batter can be whipped up
ahead of time and placed into greased
ramekins and refrigerated, or, because
of its simplicity it can be prepared on
the spot.
And to boot, the active prep time is
only ten minutes!

Gluten-free, too!

Often times gluten-free desserts can
have a grainy texture to them. That
doesn’t seem to be an issue with this
recipe. We have made it so many
times and no one has ever noticed the
absence of wheat flour. We have made
it with Pillsbury’s Best, Cup 4 Cup,
and King Arthur GF flour. All equally
delicious.
When making this recipe, we
like to use Ghiradelli, Guitard, or
Valrhona chocolate. These higher end
chocolates guarantee a warm, ooey
gooey, rich, chocolate dessert. You can
enhance the chocolate flavor by adding a teaspoon of espresso powder.
You can serve it with a sprinkling
of powdered sugar and pair it with
fresh strawberries or raspberries. But
that is not how we roll. We suggest you go all out and add vanilla
ice cream, whipped cream and your
favorite chocolate sauce. Your guests
will secretly want to lick their plates
clean! Right, John? [An inside joke].
Ingredients

• 1 1/2 cups confectioners sugar
• 1/2 cup gluten-free flour
• 10 tablespoons (1 1/4 sticks)
butter (we always use unsalted)
• 2 (1oz) squares semi-sweet
chocolate
• 6 (1oz) squares bittersweet
chocolate
• 3 large eggs at room temperature

• 3 egg yolks at room temperature
• 1 teaspoon vanilla extract
• 1 teaspoon of espresso powder
(optional)
Directions

Preheat your oven to 425 °F. Grease 6
(6oz) ramekins with a no-stick baking
spray. Melt the chocolate and butter
in a double boiler or a microwave (we
have never had a microwave, believe it
or not, so we always use the stove top
and a double boiler), add flour and
sugar to chocolate mixture.
Mix in the room temperature eggs
until nice and smooth with a spoon
or whisk. Stir in vanilla and espresso
powder if using. Divide batter evenly
among ramekins.
Bake for approximately 11-14
minutes depending on your oven. We
tend to bake ours for 11 minutes. The
edges should be nice and firm with
the center being soft. Be careful inverting the hot ramekins onto a plate.
Serve immediately. •
Olivia and Caroline are enthusiastic foodies and bakers who are constantly in the
kitchen, as well as explorers who create their
own adventures in our area – and did we
mention they are mother and daughter?
Follow Olivia on Instagram to see her many
creations at @oliviawvalentine.
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Tel: 845.373.8232 • 5058 Route 22, Amenia, NY 12501
Open 7 Days: Mon–Sat 11am–7pm, Sun 12–5pm

We have tables outside for dining
and for your enjoyment!

Cascade Spirit Shoppe
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Fine Wines & Spirits • Custom Engraving
Gift Cards & Custom Gift Baskets
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518-592-1313 • oakhurst-diner.com
Like us on Facebook and Instagram
@oakhurstdiner
Open 7am-8pm Thurs-Mon

Lindell Fuels, Inc.
Fuel Oil • Propane • Heating
Air Conditioning

CT Registration # HOD.0000095
CT License # HTG.0690604-S1 | CT License # PLM.0281220-P1

It’s Hard to Stop A Trane.®

P.O. Box 609 | 59 Church Street
Canaan, CT 06018
860 824 5444
860 824 7829 fax

TAGHKANIC, NY

KENT, CT
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SOLD 2021 FOR FULL PRICE!
Highest Sale in Taghkanic, NY YTD Ask $4.995m

NORTHEAST AQUATIC WEED
HARVESTING, LLC.

GOT LAKE WEEDS? WE DO WATER WEEDS!
Eco-friendly preservation for lake, pond and waterway weed maintenance
Jim McNamee 518-441-7742 • Kathy McNamee 518-755-2770
jim@wedowaterweeds.com • www.wedowaterweeds.com
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Private Country Estate. Stone & Shingle Main House. Pool.
2-Story Pool House. Tennis. Panoramic Views. 66± Acres.
$6.900.000. Joseph Lorino. 860.868.7313.

KENT, CT & DOVER, NY

COPAKE, NY

Gated c1750 Antique Estate. 3 Bedroom Main House. Guest Cottage.
Apartment. Pool. Tennis. Riding Rings. Stable. Pond. 175± Acres.
$3.200.000. Graham Klemm. Carolyn Klemm. 860.868.7313.

Impressive Former Regional High School. Great Opportunity.
Convenient Location. Mature Grounds. Views. 39.3±
Acres. $2.250.000. Drew Hingson. 860.435.6789.

#1 Boutique Firm in Connecticut 2020

KLEMM REAL ESTATE
LITCHFIELD COUNTY’S PREMIER BROKERS

Inc

Lakeville/Salisbury 860.435.6789 > Litchfield 860.567.5060 > Roxbury 860.354.3263
Sharon 860.364.5993 > Washington Depot 860.868.7313 > Woodbury 203.263.4040
Source: SmartMLS, CC & DC MLS, MHMLS and Klemm Private Sales 1/1/93 – 4/6/21

klemmrealestate.com
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Up up and away!

AIRPORT
REAL ESTATE

By Christine Bates
info@mainstreetmag.com
For Main Street’s transportation issue
our monthly real estate article explores
the stories of our region’s private and
public airstrips. There are many more
than you might think and some are even
for sale.
Passionate pilots build
private airstrips

Since the early days of aviation,
private airstrips have been created
by those with an aviation passion
whether it’s for flying or collecting
airplanes. These airfields are hidden
in the landscape, often invisible from
the road. If you see a small single
engine airplane in the sky and wonder
where it came from, there may be one
of these secret airstrips nearby. (See
chart of registered FAA private and
public airports in our area). Often
these private airstrips are just for the
personal use of the owner – like the
grass strips in the towns of North East
and Gallatin in New York State.
For example, sixty years ago, at age
21, Bud Kalba was already a successful
Westchester contractor who loved to
fly. Instead of buying a new red Cadillac convertible, his father convinced
him to invest in a large tract of land
off Route 22 where he built a grass
airstrip and eventually a retirement
home. “We would fly up there in our
plane and camp, hunt, and snowmobile,” said his widow Janet Kalba.

“It was a wonderful life.” Never officially registered as an airstrip, the 156
acres of pastures, woods, and streams
located in Dutchess and Columbia
Counties was sold in 2020 for less
than $200,000.
In the 1980s, Terry Smith’s parents
bought an existing airstrip on 66 acres
of land bordering the Housatonic
River in North Canaan, CT, from
Stanley Segalla, “the flying farmer”
whose name keeps coming up when
you learn about flying in the Taconics
and Berkshires. Smith recounts flying upside down with Stanley to the
Rhinebeck Aerodrome. (YouTube has
a video of the flying farmer’s antics
online at https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=vT27O3n8EnY.)
The Smiths replaced old pole barns
with steel hangars to house their collection of planes and a shop to restore
and repair antique airplanes. More
recently the airport has been used by
helicopters taking movie stars filming
in New York City to their country
homes in Litchfield County or race
car fans to events at Lime Rock. John
Harney of William Pitt Sotheby’s
now lists the property for sale at
$1.2 million with a legal 3,000 grass
air strip (see photo above) paralleling the Housatonic River, hangars,
and a 4,800 square foot repair shop.
The Smith family is looking for that
unique buyer who understands the

Above: The wide grassy airstrip of the North Canaan Airport running parallel to the
Housatonic River is easy to find from the air. Photo courtesy of listing agent John
Harney of William Pitt Sotheby’s International. Below, left: The grass strip at the Great
Barrington Airport. Photo: Christine Bates.

value of an existing private airport
with residential potential.

million, the 650-acre agricultural
property boasts a “mile-long” airstrip
in Millbrook, NY.
Private airstrips
Securing permission to operate a
A rare luxury estate on Copake Lake, private airstrip is not always easy as
NY, is currently listed for sale by
John Hanlon discovered when he conRussell Stein of Berkshire Property
structed a 1,250-foot airstrip on his
Agents and includes a 1,300-foot grass 38-acre property located on a private
airstrip. Located at 181 Golf Course road off Hulett Hill Road in Sheffield,
Road in Craryville, the property
MA. Built in 2006, Hanlon received a
features a modern seven-bedroom
cease-and-desist order ruling that the
house on 134 acres bordering Copake town’s zoning bylaws did not allow
Lake. Buyers are attracted to the
private airstrips. After years of litigaswimming pool, 11-car garage, tennis tion, the Massachusetts Appeals Court
court, stables and horse pastures, and ruled that the town couldn’t prohibit
2,200 feet of lake frontage with views flying in and out of his private airfield.
of the Hudson Valley and Catskills,
The court held that while commercial
and imagine that the airplane hangar aviation could be prohibited by local
could be repurposed as a studio, car
zoning, it couldn’t prohibit private
storage, or a separate party barn (see
aviation unless the zoning bylaw is apphoto on next page).
proved by the Massachusetts DepartLightning Tree Farm, the propment of Transportation Aeronautics
erty of the estate of heiress Elizabeth Division. The ruling made clear that
Johnson, is another multi-million
local aviation related laws are subject
dollar estate that includes an airstrip to DOT’s approval.
as well as an organic working farm.
Continued on next page …
Listed in March 2021 by John Friend
of Houlihan & Lawrence for $13.5
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Public airports

Above, top to bottom: A hangar on
this Copake estate
is included along
with a five-bedroom
contemporary house,
stables, a tennis
court, and over 2,000
feet of frontage on
Copake Lake. Photo
courtesy of listing
agent Russell Stein
of Berkshire Property
Agents. Breakfast and
lunch are served at
the Hangars Café located overlooking the
airstrip at Sky Acres
Airport in LaGrange,
NY. Photo by Christine
Bates.

Privately owned but open to the
public airports like Great Barrington
Airport (see story on pages 11-12),
Kline Kill in Ghent and Sky Acres,
are open to any aircraft and are very
different from private airstrips which
require the owner’s advance permission to land. These “public” airports
typically have longer asphalt runways
and aviation-related facilities like fuel
and aircraft repair. A pilot can land,
refuel, and continue on their route.
At the Great Barrington Airport a
pilot could borrow the courtesy car
and drive into town. The Hangars
Café on the field at Sky Acres Airport
in LaGrange is open for breakfast
and lunch. Anyone can eat there and
watch planes taking off and landing.
The restaurant’s owner joked that
sometimes diners are “hijacked at
breakfast” by pilots offering to take
them for a quick spin just for fun.

Sky Acres Airport in LaGrange is an
example of a family-owned public airport. Previously a large dairy farm, the
property includes a 3,828-by-60-foot
asphalt runway on 144 acres with 63
acres devoted to the airport including
the Hangars Café in the barn. In addition to food, on-site services include
a fueling station, aircraft maintenance
and repairs, hangars and a pilot shop.
SkyGeek, an online aviation superstore, is housed on the property.
Kline Kill Airport in Ghent, NY, is
a 4,000-foot grass strip public airport
with ten hangars. The airport’s owner,
George Kerner, a retired American
Airlines pilot who flew to Rio in the
winter and Europe in the summer,
bought the land for the airstrip in
1973 with three partners. The landing
strip is actively used by area pilots
and students to practice landing and
taking off. There’s never a charge to
use the strip. And, unlike Great Bar-

Christine Bates is a registered real estate agent
with William Pitt Sotheby’s International Real
Estate in New York and Connecticut. She has
written monthly for Main Street Magazine since
its very first issue.

PRIVATELY OWNED AIRPORTS IN OUR REGION*
Location

Name

CODE

Sharon Hospital
Sharon Hospital Airport
OCTO
Millbrook, NY
Johnson Landing Strip
11NY
North East, NY
Winchell Mountain Airport
41NK
LaGrange, NY
Sky Acres Airport
44N
Gallatin, NY
Silvernails Field Airport
82NY
North Canaan, CT
North Canaan Aviation Facilities CT24
Washington, CT
Cambrown Airport
CT66
Great Barrington, MA Great Barrington Airport
KGBR
Sheffield, MA
Cmelak Field Airport
MA18
				
Ghent, NY
Kline Kill Airport
NY1
Copake, NY
B Flat Farm
3NK8
*FAA information taken from AirNav.com
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rington, there are no complaints from
neighbors, although a couple of years
ago the Air National Guard decided
to practice helicopter night vision
landings at midnight. “I had to put a
stop to that,” said Kerner.
Kerner, who is the majority owner
of the property, would like to pass the
airport along to an aviation enthusiast who would protect the airport’s
future. Like Walt and Louise Koladza,
Kerner wants to preserve the property
as an airport rather than selling it for
commercial, industrial, or residential
development. Any aviation enthusiasts should contact Kerner directly at
(518) 392-2377 or fly over to discuss
the potential of the airport.
Privately owned airports open to
the public have been slowly disappearing, transformed into condo
developments, industrial parks, and
distribution centers. These airfields
are open spaces, often located in
prime locations, and “the highest and
best use” for the land is usually not
aviation. These airports serve pilots,
instruct students, generate local jobs,
economic activity, and tourism. They
also provide community services to
fire departments, law enforcement,
and search and rescue operations.
Their presence should be valued and
their future protected. •

Type

Surface

Runway

Private-helicopter
Private
Private
Public
Private
Private
Private
Public
Private
Private-helicopter
Public
Private

Concrete
Turf
Turf
Asphalt
Turf
Turf
Turf
Asphalt
Turf
Turf
Turf
Turf

40’ by 40’
4,021’ x 65’
2,200’ x 60’
3,828’ x 60’
1,000’ x 40’
3,100’ x 75’
1,400’ x 50’
2,579’ x 50’
1,250’ x 80’
100’ x 100’
4,000 x 75’
1,300’x 40’
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MADSEN

OVERHEAD DOORS
Fast, friendly service since 1954

Madsen Overhead Doors offers numerous door options to fit any budget!
Residential, Commercial & Industrial Doors, Electric Operators,
Radio Controls, Sales & Service.
673 Route 203, Spencertown, NY 12165
Phone (518) 392 3883 | Fax (518) 392 3887
info@madsenoverheaddoors.com
www.MadsenOverheadDoors.com

Covered Bridge Electric Bike

COPAKE LAKE REALTY CORP.

“A ‘must-do’ experience! - so much fun! “ - S.P., Guilford, CT
“The best outing we’ve had in years!“ - M.H., Litchfield, CT
Adirondack-style Copake Lake waterfront home. 3 bedroom, 3 bath home
with loft sited on 1+ waterfront acres. Wood floors, open floor plan, vaulted
ceiling, shiplap walls – a light and bright home. Deck facing lakeside off the
main living area. Separate guest quarters over the detached two-car garage. Bunk-house for those summer camp-outs. Stone patio lakeside and
private dock, round out the amenities. Listing Price: $2,137,500

421 Sharon Goshen Tpke, West Cornwall, CT
www.coveredbridgeebike.com
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Lindsay LeBrecht, Lic. Real Estate Broker | Copake Lake Realty Corp.
290 Birch Hill Road, Craryville, NY | (518) 325-9741
2602 Route 23, Hillsdale, NY | (518) 325-3921 | www.copakelakerealty.com
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Litchfield County’s Railroads
By Peter C. Vermilyea
info@mainstreetmag.com
Connecticut, long known as the Land
of Steady Habits, came late to the
railroad craze that swept the country
in the 19th century. In fact, neighboring states had to prompt Connecticut
into its first railroad ventures. When
completed, however, these lines
provided both a much more efficient
means for the industrial and agricultural products of Litchfield County to
reach national markets and a new way
of travel for county residents.
The first locomotive-powered
railroads in the United States appeared in the mid-1820s. Within
ten years, plans were in the works to
bring railroads to Litchfield County.
At the peak, the county was serviced
by four railroad lines: the Housatonic,
which connected Bridgeport and the
Massachusetts border and ran roughly
parallel to today’s Route 7; the Connecticut Western, which connected
Hartford to Poughkeepsie, the Naugatuck, which connected Devon on
the Long Island Sound with Winsted,
with a separate spur allowing access
between Waterbury and Watertown;
and the Shepaug, which ran from
Hawleyville to Litchfield. In addition,
Terryville had a station on the New
York and New England Railroad.
Construction costs for these railroads were high but were deemed necessary for creating an infrastructure
that would allow the region to remain
economically viable. Expenses for
building railroads lines in Connecticut ranged from $16,000 to $43,000

per mile. None of this money came
directly from the state government, as
the legislature had banned public aid
for building railroads. However, the
legislature did allow municipalities to
purchase stock in railroad companies.
Dividends would be tax-free for a period of time. Individual towns, which
stood to greatly benefit from inclusion
on a railroad line, were often the most
eager to purchase stock or loan money
to the railroad companies.
The Housatonic Railroad

The Housatonic Railroad was
chartered in 1836 and in their haste
to complete it, its promoters “threw
caution to the wind,” the result being
that sound construction practices were
“ignored or at best overlooked.” An
1854 report by the state railroad commission found that “station houses
and buildings on the line are of cheap
construction.” Part of this was due to
financial difficulties, as construction
began in 1837, the year of a nationwide economic panic. The city of
Bridgeport issued bonds to fund the
railroad, then defaulted and the state
refused to intervene.
Still, progress on the “Ousatonic,”
as it was identified in its application
for a charter, continued and the line
opened between Bridgeport and New
Milford in February 1840, with a
band playing on board a railroad car
bedecked with banners and flags. One
newspaper reported that the train
was “welcomed by several acres of
people” and that
“church bells were
rung with much
earnestness and
the old cannon
located on the
rocks below the
village poured
forth its thunder
of welcome to the
railroad screaming
steam whistle.”

The celebrations were merited; Litchfield County, long subject to isolation,
was establishing regular contact with
the outside world.
By 1842, all 74 miles of track
between Bridgeport and Canaan were
complete. In 1850, the Housatonic
connected with the Western Railroad
of Massachusetts, which provided
service to both Albany and Boston. In
fact, it was the Housatonic that first
established a rail connection between
New York City and Albany. That same
year Alexander H. Holley of Salisbury,
a railroad promoter, reported that between 150 and 200 passengers utilized
the Housatonic every day, in addition
to iron, granite, and large quantities
of milk. The Housatonic, with its fireburning engines, had regularly scheduled milk trains, equipped with hundreds of 40-gallon containers in cars
specifically designed for transporting
milk. In 1850, the railroad reported
$126,989 in revenue from transporting passengers, and $170,081 from
freight. By 1890, these numbers had
increased to $529,854 and $796,368
respectively.

Above: Two engineers were killed in
the 1941 derailment
of the Housatonic
line along Hatch
Pond in South Kent.
Photo courtesy of
the Kent Historical
Society. Below, left:
Despite engineering feats like the
Steep Rock tunnel
in Washington, the
Shepaug Railroad,
which ran from
Hawleyville to Newtown, was noted for
its serpentine route.
Photo courtesy of
the Gunn Memorial Library and
Museum.

Continued on next page …
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Above: A group awaits alongside the tracks for a train to arrive at the Merwinsville Hotel. Sylvanus Merwin learned quickly how to turn the new railroad line into a profitable
venture. Photo courtesy of Merwinsville Hotel Restoration.

A passenger run from New Milford
to Canaan took one hour and eleven
minutes, while a train carrying a mixture of passengers, freight and milk
took up to four hours, forty six minutes to make the same run. Within
Litchfield County there were stations
at Still River, New Milford, Boardman’s Bridge, Gaylordsville (Merwinsville), South Kent, Kent, North Kent
(Flanders), Cornwall Bridge, West
Cornwall, Lime Rock, Falls Village,
Pine Grove, and Canaan.
The New Milford station, constructed in 1886 at a cost of $15,000
survived the fire of 1902, welcomed
President Theodore Roosevelt the
same year, and still stands today,
although the shack next to the station
that controlled the gate is gone. The
Boardman Bridge station was heavily
utilized by teachers and students. The
Pine Grove station in Canaan facilitated travel to the nearby Methodist
retreat camp.
It was the Merwinsville station in
what is now the Gaylordsville section
of New Milford, however, that best
epitomizes the opportunities brought
by the railroad. Sylvanus Merwin
owned a hotel in the area when the
railroad was being laid out in 1837.
Learning of the proposed route, he
agreed to sell land to the railroad
in exchange for his hotel being a
designated meal stop on runs between
Pittsfield and Bridgeport, and that
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he be named the agent for the ticket
office that would be located inside
the hotel. Merwin prospered until
1877 when a dining car was added to
the train. Following Merwin’s death
in 1884, his son-in-law Ed Hurd ran
the hotel for summer visitors and for
dances but eventually was forced to
close the hotel. He remained ticket
agent, however, until the railroad
decided to replace Hurd, which necessitated closing the office and establishing a new one; the area was renamed
Gaylordsville.
The Central New England
Railroad

The other major railroad of northwest
Connecticut was the Central New
England Railroad, originally called
the Connecticut Western. This was
the dream of Egbert Butler of Norfolk
who worried that his hometown
would be isolated with no possibility of economic growth without a
railroad. He paid for a survey himself
and secured influential promoters
including Alexander Holley and W.
H. Barnum of Salisbury and William
Gilbert of Winsted.
Construction began in 1869, and
despite the difficulties of crossing the
mountains from east to west, the line
was completed in 1871. Included on
the route was a stop at Norfolk Summit. At 1,333 above sea level it was
one of the highest stations in the East.
The line went bankrupt in 1880, and
spent much of the rest of its tenure in
financial difficulty or reorganization.
Still, the railroad provided an important means of moving goods across
the state and to New York. It also

helped promote Norfolk and Salisbury as summer residences. Mothers
and children often spent summers on
Twin Lakes while fathers would visit
on weekends. Boats met them at the
station and took them across the lake.
In Canaan, the Central New
England and the Housatonic railroads
intersected. The station there was
“furnished with every convenience
and … in the most modern style.” It
was topped by a weather vane shaped
as a steam locomotive, which was
created by workers at the Amesville repair shop and given to the town. The
station was most notable, however, for
the pies served in its restaurant. These
were the work of Ada Nicoll, who was
famous for her apple, rhubarb, lemon
meringue, and pumpkin varieties.
The Shepaug Railroad

Few enterprises better exemplify both
the high hopes and deep fears people
had for railroads in the 19th century
than the Shepaug Railroad. The line
was surveyed by Edwin McNeil in the
1860s, despite threats put forth by
armed farmers. Construction began in
1870 with one crew starting in Litchfield and another in Hawleyville. The
route was noted for being particularly winding, as it ventured around
mountains and rivers. In one stretch,
the presence of between 150 and 200
curves necessitated 32 miles of track
to cover 17 miles as the crow flies. It
also required a 235 foot-long tunnel
in what is now Steep Rock Preserve in
Washington Depot.
A passenger train that left Litchfield at 6:25am reached Hawleyville
at 8:00am, where a connecting train
could take the rider to New York City,
reaching Grand Central Station at
10:33am. The line also transported
iron, granite, manufactured goods,
and ice from the county’s ice houses.
Particularly notable was the Echo
Farm operation on Chestnut Hill in
Litchfield, the first in the country to
bottle milk for distribution by train.
The line went bankrupt twice in its
first fifteen years, was merged with the
New York, New Haven and Hartford
in 1898 (all the states railroads were
eventually part of this line, known
as “the Consolidated”), and ceased
operations in 1948.

Accidents and tragedy

If railroads brought opportunity to
the county, they also brought tragedy.
In 1911, nineteen were injured when
a train jumped the track one mile
south of Washington. In 1913, a
milk car rammed a passenger car in
Canaan; 86-year old Mrs. Frank Olin
was killed in the crash. Mrs. N. H.
Blake of Cornwall Bridge was holding a one-year old at the time of the
collision. The baby was thrown from
her arms, but was caught by F. C.
Sprague.
Perhaps the most notable railroad accident in the county took
place along the Housatonic tracks in
South Kent. On August 28, 1941, a
six-car train with 254 young campers returning to New York City from
the Berkshires aboard derailed along
Hatch Pond. Two engineers – Theron
Dixon of Danbury and Harold McDermott of West Stockbridge – were
killed instantly. Otto Klug of Seymour, the train’s fireman, was pinned
beneath a car, trapped in five feet of
water. Children held his head above
water while an improvised halter was
constructed. Doctors arrived from
Danbury and amputated Klug’s leg,
releasing him from under the car. The
accident could have been far worse
except that it was lunchtime and most
of the children had gone to the dining
car, one of the two cars not to derail.
Except for occasional freight trains,
the days of rail service in Litchfield
County have passed. An observant
eye, however, will notice that the
berms remain, now devoid of tracks.
Particularly good examples can be
seen as one drives toward Norfolk on
Route 272. These offer testimony to
an earlier age when the region’s industrial goods rode the rails to the outside
world. •
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Catering to the needs of the
well-loved pet since 1993

Curbside pick-up available!
Super premium pet foods • Raw diets • Quality toys,
treats & accessories for your dog & cat
– many made in USA
Hours: Monday-Friday 9-5:30, Saturday 9-4
333 Main Street, Lakeville, CT • Phone: 860-435-8833

Sheldon Masonry & Concrete LLC
“All phases of masonry construction”

Lakeville, Salisbury,
Millerton & beyond

Stonework | Brickwork | Blockwork
Poured concrete foundations & slabs
Insured | Free Estimates

Matt Sheldon | 860.387.9417 | sheldonmasonry.com
sheldonmasonryconcretellc@gmail.com

Over Mountain
Builders, llc.
30 years and still passionate! Quality
craftmanship delivered on time &
within budget.

Jim Young
Owner

jim@sharonautobody.com
John Crawford
P: 518-789-6173 | C: 860-671-0054
john@overmountainbuilders.com
www.overmountainbuilders.com

28 Amenia road | PO Box 686 | Sharon, CT 06069
T: 860 364 0128 | F: 860 364 0041
sharonautobody.com

Meltz Lumber, Logging & Landclearing
Protecting the future forests of tomorrow with proper land management today. To learn more about
protecting your forests, managing your land, and clearing land, give us a call or visit us online.

Meltz
lumber co. of
mellenville, inc.

(518) 672-7021 • 483 Rte 217, Hudson, NY • www.meltzlumber.com
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Advocacy in Motion:
Local runner goes the extra
mile for mothers everywhere

By Griffin Cooper
griffin@mainstreetmag.com
The human body, and its ability to
endure, will never cease to captivate
and inspire with each story of struggle
and perseverance. As the dust settles
upon the events of the past year,
these stories seem to be more present
than ever and continue to hearten
the human consciousness – yet they
have always been with us. Perhaps the
greatest example of human endurance
can be found in the world of athletics. For the modern athlete, success
is based upon one’s ability to endure.
To break down the body in order to
build up its physical strength. For the
marathon runner, strength is qualified
by the athlete’s ability to persevere.
The first mile, the pace, gate, second
wind, the wall, and the home stretch
are all terms that signify the acknowledgment of struggle and the determination to overcome. So what happens
when life itself puts you through
similar paces both challenging and
tragic?
For Kristen Garzone, a graduate
of Taconic Hills and later a 4-sport
athlete playing Division 3 soccer
and lacrosse at Hartwick College in
Oneonta, NY, anguish has made her

heart grow fonder and her spirit stronger. Kristen, a lifelong runner who
completed her first marathon in 2012,
thought she had become accustomed
to anguish as a necessary element to
achieving her athletic goals – until she
became a mother herself.
In 2016, Kristen gave birth to her
daughter, Ellie and with that extraordinary life moment, came feelings of
anger and dissonance. In a morass of
sadness and confusion, Kristen didn’t
feel connected to her daughter at all
and once more, could not understand
why. It was at this moment when
Kristen unknowingly began her own
mental marathon, pushing her will to
the limit against postpartum depression (PPD), a widely misunderstood
mental health affliction that affects
millions of women in the US each
year.
Long-distance running, a sport
that had previously served as Kristen’s
escape from life’s struggles, would
become the driving force behind
understanding her struggle with
depression as well as raising awareness for mothers everywhere. Today,
Kristen sits down with me from her
home in Troy, NY, where she resides
with her husband, Ellie (now four),
and her beloved golden retriever Troy

to discuss her journey. She reflects
on motherhood, a personal tragedy
that may have saved her life, and a
campaign of advocacy that continues
to grow with each mile. An enduring
athlete, mother, and mental health
warrior.

just to complete the next step – and
the same can be said about chronic
anxiety. Sometimes, stress piles up
so badly that you feel like you can’t
move and I have experienced plenty
of those days. Running has taught me
that you must put one foot in front
of the other in order to reach the
How long have you been rundestination, its lessons have become
ning long-distance? Was this
my guide through life. It’s a healthy
something that began as a
passion I suppose you can say, and
personal health journey or has it
running became my escape from the
always been a passion of yours?
anxiety I experienced before and after
Running has helped me through the
I had my daughter.
best of times and the worst of times
even when I was younger. Sure, the
Can you describe some of your
health benefits are always present,
experiences with PPD after you
but I really do believe running helped became a mother? Was it someme survive not only my first year of
thing you felt intuitively right
motherhood, but anxiety and depres- away, or was it a struggle to
sion as well. I was first diagnosed with understand what was happening
after some time? Do you feel as
anxiety and depression at the age of
21, and running has been an impor- though this form of depression
tant form of therapy for me ever since. is generally misunderstood or
underrepresented?
I have also been diagnosed with a rare
It is actually a difficult question to
eye disease called Uveitis, meaning I
answer because of how confused I
am beginning to go blind and have
was at the time. After I had Ellie I felt
had four eye surgeries thus far.
disconnected and sad, which made me
I ran my first marathon in 2012
Continued on next page …
and I can remember one of the most
rewarding aspects was the struggle
it took to finish. At times, it felt as
though it might take everything I had
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angry. Society wanted me to be happy
but more importantly I wanted to
feel happy – but I felt absent. There’s
a perception that a young mother
feeling that way is acting selfishly
and that only added to my depressive anxiety. I had no idea that I was
experiencing PPD at the time and
that became an inspiration for my
advocacy later on.
Then, when Ellie was just six
months old, I lost one of my best
friends, Kristin, to postpartum
depression. Kristen Nicole Thorsen
was someone who I met while on
my honeymoon and we just clicked
immediately. It was almost as though
I had met my long-lost sister. After
Kristin’s passing, my bouts with
anxiety, depression, and PPD became
much longer and more frequent. I
had nights of uncontrollable crying,
mood swings like no other, constant
fighting with my husband, lying flat
on the ground unable to move for
hours, and so many days feeling stuck
and believing that it would never get
better. Despite having a lot of anxiety
before my pregnancy, after Kristin
took her own life I was surrounded by
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thoughts of “Why her and not me?”
I think that confusion is what makes
PPD so misunderstood. Many people
still don’t understand these feelings of
failure and self-loathing are a symptom of postpartum depression as a
medical condition. It isn’t a reflection
of mine or anyone’s ability as a parent.
How did your experience with
PPD affect your running lifestyle? Was it something you felt
helped you mentally?

Running was a lifestyle for me as a
young athlete and then as someone
struggling with depression and anxiety
in my 20s. After my experience with
PPD (which can still be a struggle for
me) and Kristin’s passing, running
became the ultimate escape. When I
participated in the Chicago Marathon
I used my time during the race to
escape my own mind and self-reflect.
I came to the realization that I needed
to fall back in love with myself before
I could move forward and I decided
to go to therapy soon after.
When I went in for my first appointment with my primary doctor,
my anxiety was super high. Thankfully my doctor was so kind, welcoming, and understanding, as she had
just become a new mom herself. This

women die every year because they do
not have access to the maternity care
that they need. That lack of support
and understanding made me think
of Kristin and it drew me in. Almost
four years ago, I was able to host my
own virtual Run to Believe in honor
of Kristin’s memory while I continued
raising funds for EMC. In the last
three years, this race has raised over
$13,700 for Every Mother Counts
and I am so proud to be an ambassador for such a wonderful organization.
This year, I founded The Believe
KNT Foundation with a goal to help
raise awareness and make postpartum mental health care available for
any and all mothers in the United
States regardless of insurance, class,
or race. The foundation is named
after Kristin. Run To Believe is a run
for all mothers and on May 8, we are
encouraging everyone to grab their
running shoes and head out anytime,
anywhere. Post a photo on social
was a major step in the right direction media with their virtual race bib using
at six months postpartum. I came to #RunToBelieveKNT and #Rundiscover that the loss of Kristin ultiTeamEMC.
mately may have saved my life, and I
felt more connected to her than ever. I What do you envision moving
became drawn to the stories of young forward with your ambassador
work, your long-distance runmothers and their struggles with
ning, and your advocacy for
everything from PPD to equitable
mothers everywhere?
maternity care.
Eventually, for me, running became As we all know, this past year has been
a part of a different lifestyle. One born especially hard for those suffering
out of the loss of a friend and geared from mental health issues. The Believe
toward determined advocacy. In May KNT Foundation was a huge goal of
2017, while I was still struggling with mine and, as a runner, I completed
my first 50-mile ultra-marathon in
PPD, and just before losing Kristin,
November of 2020. There’s still so
I decided to run a half-marathon to
much work to do. Mainly to raise
raise money for an organization I
the general awareness surrounding
had discovered called Every Mother
Counts (EMC). Since losing Kristin I motherhood and depression. I want
grown a platform on social media so to achieve a generational understanding when it comes to PPD. A future
people could follow me through the
highs and lows of my struggle in order where the misconceptions of the past
to better understand Postpartum and become permanently antiquated.
Running is about struggle and detersee it up close and personal.
mination and so is life – there is no
shame in your struggle, there is no
Every Mother Counts has beshame in telling your story. •
come well known for securing
respectful and equitable maternity care, what drew you to the
non-profit? How have you been
able to bring awareness to PPD
through your work with EMC
and other organizations?

EMC was founded based on the
urgency of struggling mothers in
society. Hundreds of thousands of

Follow Kristen’s inspiring journey on her
Instagram @mellank. Register for May’s Run
to Believe Virtual Run at www.moremilesraces.com/runtobelieve. To learn more about
Every Mother Counts, please visit www.
everymothercounts.org. All photos with this
article are courtesy of Kristen Garzone.

storybook setting
This 4 bedroom, 4.5 bath country home sits literally on the edge of a 15 acre, 20’deep crystal clear
pond in the middle of its 60 acres. Surrounded by
over 4 square miles of open space across the street,
this lovely home offers complete privacy and breathtaking views from every vantage point in the house.
Huge deck, walls of windows bathing the interior
with light, 2 fireplaces, large dining room, and vaulted wood ceilings throughout. First floor master suite
with its own deck and water view. 2 car garage and
clay tennis court. $2,750,000
For the last 50 years Bain has sold thousands of
homes throughout the NW Corner. We’d like to
work with you!

860-927-4646 • 860-364-4646 • 860-672-2626 • www.bainrealestate.com
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Millerton Auto
& Truck Supply

everything for your car and more • NAPA brand quality parts
foreign & domestic • heavy duty parts for trucks - tractors - motorcycles - atvs

Brakes • Shocks • Mufflers
open monday-saturday at both locations.
also offering curbside services if preferred. stay safe!

518-789-4474 • 6024 rt 22 • millerton ny 12546
845-855-1630 • 556 rt 22 • pawling ny 12564

AA+D

ALLEE ARCHITECTURE + DESIGN

alleedesign.com | 860.435.0640 | Millerton, NY | Lakeville, CT | Martha’s Vineyard, MA
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high hopes

Walking the line

HIGH-WIRE ARTIST PHILIPPE PETIT’S
EXTRAORDINARY JOURNEY BEGAN
WITH A SINGLE STEP

By Regina Molaro
info@mainstreetmag.com
French high-wire artist Philippe
Petit speaks so passionately about
his desire to learn, that it’s ironic to
hear him discuss his experiences as a
schoolboy.
“When I was a kid, I was thrown
out of several schools because I
was caught practicing magic under
the desk or stealing my teacher’s
watch,” says Petit. Now, at 71 yearsold, he continues to devote several
hours per day to practicing his art
and skills. “It’s an ongoing journey.
I’m not giving up,” says Petit.
Renowned for completing 90 appearances on the wire, Petit has
performed in spectacular settings around the globe – from
France and Australia to the United
States, Israel, Switzerland, Belgium,
Germany, and beyond.
When he’s not traveling, Petit,
who has been referred to as a Renaissance man, resides in the Hudson Valley in a barn he built himself
using 18th-century tools and
methods. An avid climber, he chose
New York’s Hudson Valley location
due to its proximity to the Shawangunk Mountains. “This hideaway
is a place where I can replenish my
batteries between performances,” he
adds.
Petit mentions another New York
City hideaway. After performing
at the Cathedral of Saint John the
Divine, he was invited to become
an artist-in-residence. “I have secret
offices there. It’s such a nest of
inspiration.”
Passionate pursuits

Petit is so unique. It makes one
wonder what his early life was like.
“As a child, I loved to climb everywhere. I’ll let the psychiatrists decide why. Maybe I wanted to escape
my time. Maybe I wanted to see
the world from another perspective.
Who knows and who cares? I was a
little climber and nobody – not my

parents nor my teachers could stop
me,” says Petit.
As a child, his parents enrolled
him in a variety of activities. He
studied drawing, painting, and carpentry as well as fencing. It was a
gift from his grandmother – a magic
set – that ignited his love for the art
of illusion.
Other early interests included poetry, theater, and juggling. Later,
Petit taught himself how to walk on
a wire. His motivation? “I think it
was an early feeling of rebellion. I
learned quickly and it became my
life,” he says.
Petit confesses that he often felt
alone as a child. Rather than being
defeated by this feeling, he believes
it was an advantage since it enabled
him to focus on problem-solving
and teaching himself various art
forms.
Attuned to the world around
him, Petit drew inspiration from the
“invisible teachers” that he noticed
everywhere. He discovered that he
could learn from the metalsmith
workers, welders, and all kinds
of craftspeople – just by observing
and accepting what they had to
teach him.  
“Learning is one of the joys of
life. There are so many things to
learn and it’s a pleasure to do so,”
says Petit who always has coins
and cards on hand for spontaneous
magic tricks. “I like things that are
profound. I have no hobbies – just
passions. A hobby is something you
do on Sundays when you’re bored
with life.”
It’s this pursuit of knowledge and
skill that motivated Petit to learn to
speak six languages and to master
many crafts and skills, some which

Above: Petit
walking between
the World Trade
Centers. Photo:
Collection of
Philippe Petit.

Continued on next page …
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in arrests. When Petit agreed to do
a free performance in Central Park,
the NYPD dropped the charges for
his illegal World Trade Center walk.
Lifelong learning

Above: Petit’s
longest walk, 2,100
feet, across the
Seine River to the
Eiffel Tower. Photo:
Michael Kerstgens
/ Collection of
Philippe Petit.
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Unsatisfied with the ordinary, Petit
enjoys defying norms and forging
his own path. Upon learning about
his extraordinary feats, one can’t
help but wonder what inspired
him to do what others would deem
unthinkable. Petit says he pondered
this very question as he sat down to
write his autobiography.
He believes that inspiration
should be taught in school. People
from all walks of life have won
his admiration. He mentions Pablo
Picasso, the late pickpocket Borra,
juggler Francis Brunn, and Yo-Yo
aren’t even legal. When your pasand began scouting out the towers, Ma. Some of these people are in his
sion involves pushing boundaries,
he injured his foot by stepping on a circle of close friends.
forbidden things may prove irresist- nail. Once again, rather than being
Although Petit enjoys learning,
ible.
defeated, he relied on the diversion he also yearns to teach. Before the
At his home, Petit has a large box the crutches created. He felt that
pandemic, he gave lectures and
of locks. Sometimes he listens to
they hid any suspicion of his plan,
taught workshops on creativity and
music and explores the art of pick- which was pulled off artistically –
motivation. His unique journey
ing locks. “You’re not supposed to
like theater.
has been a source of inspiration
be able to pick a lock. This taps into
Although Petit isn’t inclined to
for others. “I create my lectures by
my love for breaking the rules,” says choose favorites, he mentions that
gathering bits and pieces from my
Petit.
some of his walks are particularly
life. People often tell me, ‘this wasn’t
dear to him. He describes them as
a lecture, but more like a one-man
The Coup
“vivid and brimming with joy.”
show,’” says Petit.
Petit’s unique arsenal of skills was
While some performances such as
Nearly every day, Petit is inspired
required to carry off “the Coup”–
his walk between the Twin Towers
by something his mind or eye
his magnificent 45-minute walk be- made international headlines, and
catches. “It can be a photo in a
tween New York City’s Twin Towers inspired the documentary, Man on magazine or something I hear on
in 1974. Preparation for this feat
Wire and feature film, The Walk,
the radio. Just watching somebody
required intense planning and prob- others were held in private settings do something can move me. It’s so
lem solving. It involved the creation reserved for a select few.
beautiful, human, and profound.”
of false identification cards, Petit
Sometimes Petit receives formal
As for lessons, Petit feels that
posing as a journalist, and practicinvitations to perform. He recalls
they’re neither good nor bad. “I
ing walking on a swaying wire due the time when Jacques Chirac – the could one day write a book about
to the possibility of strong winds.
former President of France – was
lessons,” he says. While some chapA family meadow in France
the mayor of Paris. Chirac invited
ters would be joyful, he says others
served as a training camp. The
Petit to perform for the Bicentenwould be terrifying. “But every
Coup took nearly seven years of
nial of the French Revolution. For
lesson learned has taught me how
preparation, rehearsal, and practice. that performance, Petit performed
to do something better or enriched
When Petit finally arrived in the US his longest walk – approximately
my life,” he concludes. •
2,100 feet across the Seine River to
the Eiffel Tower.
Of course, the energetic artist
didn’t always await an invitation.
For Petit, these wire walks are a calling. He’s performed many unauthorized walks, which have resulted

let’s get that new project started!

Photo & work by KHEM Studios

custom millwork • flooring • kiln dried softwoods,
hardwoods & exotics • mulch & wood chips • paneling •
reclaimed wood • rough cut pine & hemlock • siding •
stones • tabletops & glue-ups • trusses
(518) 828-5684 • 1262 Rte 66, Ghent, NY
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Above the rest • Fine detail work guaranteed • Lawn Mowing • Garden Maintenance •
Mulching & Topsoil • Gutter Cleaning • Power Washing • Planting & Pruning • Spring & Fall
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Gardening
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John & Cindy Heck
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Ledgewood Kennel

Ltd.

the premier full-service pet care facility located on our 50 acre farm serving the hudson
valley, massachusetts and connecticut.
we have been in business for over 20 years and
offer lodging, grooming, daycare, training
and a pool for dogs.
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• Specializing in Home Driveways,
Private Roadways, Parking Lots
• Stone, as well as Oil & Stone finishes
• Fully insured
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solar?

Fighting for Sensible Solutions:
Copake’s Energy Crisis Ignites Debate

By Griffin Cooper
griffin@mainstreetmag.com
As May floods into the Hudson Valley
and winter’s levee breaks, its cold,
barren seams burst giving way to an
overflow of boundless greens and fertile earth. As it is each year, residents
of rural upstate New York begin to
fantasize of warmer temps, the scent
of a freshly mowed lawn, lazy days
and neighborly chats. Spring in the
Hudson River Valley, as it does in
most places around the nation, brings
with it a sense of rebirth. For the better part of a decade, the idea of rebirth
has been intrinsically tied to the land
itself in New York State – specifically
when it comes to the energy we draw
from it.
In June of 2011, New York Governor Andrew Cuomo allocated $191
million to 17 power projects across
the state courtesy of the New York
State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA) and the
Public Service Commission (PSC) for
the purpose of producing and delivering renewable electricity to New Yorkers. What was touted as the nation’s
most aggressive renewable energy plan
at the time took a further step when,
four years later, Governor Cuomo

announced the approval of a bold new
community initiative enabling millions of New Yorkers to access clean
and affordable energy for the first
time. Proposed in Governor Cuomo’s
2015 State of Opportunity Agenda,
the prospect of what was dubbed
“Shared Renewables” was established
to provide opportunities for renters,
homeowners, low-income residents,
schools, and businesses to join
together to set up shared renewable
energy projects resulting in healthier
and stronger communities. The entire
initiative was, in a word, ambitious.
The wholesale resistance against
the production and use of fossil fuels
in New York became the Governor’s
foundational platform over the course
of the prevailing decade. There is little
doubt among communities across
the area that in the Hudson Valley
and areas south, climate change has
led to rising temperatures, shifting weather patterns, more frequent
high-intensity storms, and a rise in sea
levels. As part of the State’s Climate
Leadership and Community Protection Act, New York mandates that
70 percent of electricity must come
from renewable sources by 2030 and
100% from carbon-free sources by
2040, including 6,000 megawatts of
solar by 2025 and a total of 21 largescale solar, wind, and energy storage
projects to be built across upstate New
York, totaling 1,278 megawatts of
new renewable capacity. Still, as the

state pushes forward toward a greener
future, many small towns throughout
the Hudson Valley, particularly those
whose economies are sustained by
agriculture and tourism, feel uncertain
and overburdened by the state’s aggressive policies.
Solar in our backyard

During the latter half of the last decade, the push for solar energy has hit
close to home. In the small town of
Copake, NY, and the adjacent hamlet
of Craryville – part of the Copake
township – in Columbia County,
solar developers have their eye on an
industrious new plan. The project,
originally nicknamed Shepherd’s Run,
is an aggressive plan to construct a
360-acre, 60-megawatt solar facility near New York State Route 23,
Route 7, and Route 11A in Craryville.
The project itself (roughly the size of
378 football fields) is to be built in
Craryville, the town of Copake, and
abutting Hillsdale, Copake Lake, and
Taconic Hills Central School.
In 2017, sensing the intimidating
scale of the project and its potential
impact upon the surrounding community, Copake revised the town’s
zoning code to explicitly prohibit
solar energy systems greater than ten
acres in the Town of Copake, Copake
Lake, and the hamlets of Craryville
and Copake Falls. The 2017 zoning
law stated that any utility-scale solar
energy system may occupy up to 20%

of the area of the parcel on which it is
located; provided, however, that the
area of land used for any such system
shall not exceed ten acres. Combined with its 2014 Agriculture and
Farmland Protection Plan, officials
of Copake had hoped to assuage any
concerns residents had about a largescale solar project sprawling through
their rural viewsheds. However, the
state’s unbending goals for massive
renewable energy generation was not
to be deterred.
The Power New York Act (also
known as Article 10 to locals embroiled in debate) was originally
signed into New York State law in
2003 and revised in 2011. The
revision placed the authority in the
control of a siting board, which
consists of five members from state
government agencies and two ad-hoc
members from the locality in which
a facility is being proposed. The
new reliance upon a siting board,
whose majority relied upon state
officials, helped cast an air of skepticism among residents and officials
within the small town. Thus, a heated
debate has begun to crop up across
the agrestic towns and communities
dotting the nation’s fourth largest
state. Recently, the state has upped the
Continued on next page …
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It’s lawnmowing season – get your
Scag mower & get it at Crane’s!
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~ Adding Life To Your Years ~

Physical Therapy • Pilates • Tai Chi Balance
Live Stream & In-House - Hybrid Classes
Bente Dahl-Busby, PT, DPT, NCPT
Sabina Busby, PT, DPT, NCPT
Gabriella de la Vega, CPI

101 Gay Street (Rte 41), Sharon, CT 860.397.5363
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Join us at the
Millerton Farmers
Market
Featuring fresh, local produce,
meats, cheeses, honey, syrup,
charcuterie, flowers, prepared
foods, bread & baked treats.

Hylton Hundt
518.789.9390
Route 44 East | Millerton
hyltonhundtsalon.com

...offers something for everyone.
Classic style, fresh looks, advanced hair color
and fabulous products for everyday care.

Janice Hylton & Bonnie Hundt
bring their skill, judgment and experience
plus a highly capable staff to help create
a real style that works in your real life.

We’ve got something for everyone.

Open Saturdays, 10-2 at 6
Dutchess Avenue,
Millerton, NY

No matter where the
road takes you…
The joy is in the journey. You should only
have to worry about enjoying that journey –
not worrying about your car, that’s our job!
Our professional mechanics will make sure
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ante as the project’s developer, Hecate
Energy, announced in late April that
it would transfer its application to
build the 60-megawatt industrial solar
power plant in Copake from “Article
10” to a new process called “94-c”.
94-c, “directs the Office of Renewable
Energy Siting (ORES or the Office)
to accept pending Public Service Law
(PSL) Article 10 applications which
opt to transfer into the Executive Law
Section 94-c process,” according to
Nathan Stone, public information
officer at ORES. For Copake officials,
this switch might further clear a path
for the clandestine project by replacing the former siting board under
Article 10 with a single acting director
from the Office of Renewable Energy
Siting.
Though the existential threat of
climate change remains ever-present,
local leaders and residents from every
creed and economic background who
call the Hudson Valley home have begun to ask questions. What is the cost
of solar energy? Will the state ignore
reasonable opposition? And perhaps
most importantly, is this all genuine?

Above: A map of the proposed area that the Sheperd’s Run will occupy in Copake and Craryville. Below, left: A viewshed that might
be impacted by the solar project. Previous page: A “field” of solar panels and an aerial view looking north up Route 7 in Craryville
today. Images courtesy of Sensible Solar.

substation means Hecate will not have
to build or expand transfer stations
that exist in remote, non-residential,
rural locations. Despite this, and
the fact that the 900-acre parcel of
Hecate Energy
land that Hecate needs to purchase is
“We are very proud to be part of New owned by only four landowners, makYork’s push for renewable energy,”
ing their path toward development a
is the prevailing sentiment among
bit easier, Hecate remains resolute in
representatives from Illinois-based
its stance that greener energy is the
developer Hecate Energy. Indeed, the ultimate priority.
developer behind the Shepherd’s Run
“Despite local sentiment, we (at
plan remains at the crux of the battle Hecate) have taken measures to albetween local and state officials. At
leviate the size of the Sheperd’s Run
the heart of the entire operation, and project a number of times,” said a
perhaps the four-year long debate
representative from Hecate. “From
itself, is an aspect of Hecate’s plan that our standpoint, this is about the
harkens back to the old real estate
long-term health of the state. Many
mantra: location, location, location.
of the arguments against the project
Both Craryville and Copake have an stem from the notion that the area’s
electrical transfer station that has the character will be negatively impacted,
available capacity for solar energy to
but what will that character be like if
be processed. The existence of the
climate change continues?”

Hecate’s overview of the project
boasts several potential benefits of
large-scale solar development including delivering significant revenues to
local government, schools, and community services, as well as boosting
the area’s economy, creating construction jobs and adding commerce for
local businesses. Still, concerns have
arisen over the potential impact of
property values should large solar
panels dot the landscape. “We have
reviewed a number of third party
publications that opine on property
law,” said the representative. “We have
not deemed any impact on property
values when it comes to the installation of utility solar.”
As far as the state’s use of Article
10 and the recent introduction of
94-c, Hecate again seeks to placate
any misconceptions. “Both of these
pieces of legislation take local laws
into consideration extensively,” said
the representative. “To the extent that
those laws are fair or burdensome, the
siting board takes that into consideration as well.” Hecate insists they have
had no contact with state officials
or the Governor’s office, a notion
that seems to prevail among locals.
Hecate instead maintains that they
entered New York through the select
landowners who, in fact, reached out

to them. “There are many misconceptions floating around,” the representative says. “There’s a misnomer that
the crops on the farmland in question
are distributed to local stores and
farmers markets that feed the community. This is simply not true, the
crops grown are for personal use and
employ artificial fertilizers, meaning
the land itself isn’t quite as fertile as
may be believed.”
In the end, Hecate says it will rely
on its well-renowned reputation as a
developer to satisfy Copake’s residents, as well as carry the torch for
New York’s energy revolution. “The
bottom line is that the project, as it is
currently envisioned, is much smaller
than what was presented in December
of last year,” the representative said.
“This will be a world-class solar installation and a beacon for the entire
state. We are doing everything we can
to work with the community to reach
that goal.”
Copake fights back

“We want cleaner energy, we just
want it done right,” one local resident
affirmed as he stood looking out over
the adjacent land from his backyard,
Continued on next page …
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land that might soon feature the
unmistakable footprint of solar panels.
Since December of 2020, when Hecate first presented a plan for its solar
layout, residents have been nervously
pacing social media and their backyards, awaiting the next bit of news
that might impact their daily lives.
Unfortunately for those residents in
opposition of Sheperd’s Run, April’s
news did little to quell their nervous
resentment.
“Hecate’s announcement that it is
switching to 94-c is more bad news
for Copake,” said Copake Supervisor Jeanne E. Mettler. “As the Town
Board said in a unanimous Resolution
in October 2020, Article 10 trampled
on Home Rule. Now Hecate has
jumped from Article 10, which had
little regard for local zoning, to 94-c
which is geared to totally ignore local
laws in favor of a quick state rubber
stamping for solar projects.”
For, state representatives at NYSERDA, the ultimate goal remains
clear, to power New York thoroughly
and efficiently, “New York’s robust
pipeline of large-scale renewable
energy, comprised of nearly 100
solar, land-based wind and offshore
wind projects, will add nearly 11,000
megawatts of clean power to the grid
when completed – enough to power
over five million New York homes,”
says one representative. “The state’s
commitment to building out new
green energy transmission, led by 250
miles of new major upgrades already

underway throughout the state, with
other future green transmission projects planned, will allow the current
pipeline of renewables to power over
50 percent of New York’s electricity
from renewable sources once operational.”
In Copake, Town Supervisor
Jeanne Mettler and Deputy Supervisor Richard Wolf, the man who has
been the town’s point person on the
Hecate application, feel the state’s
relentless obstinance runs counter
to its admirable goals. “The Town
Board recognizes climate change as
an existential threat and applauds
the state’s commitment to addressing
that threat,” said Deputy Supervisor
Wolf. “But Copake is only one of 932
towns in this state. The governor’s
goal of achieving 70% of renewable
energy could be reached if each town
supplied 6.5 megawatts of renewable
energy. It is wrong to force Copake to
shoulder ten times its fair share.”
Especially troubling for local
officials is the fact that in the 2021
budget, New York State exempted
94-c from SEQRA, the New York
State Environmental Quality Review
Act, which according to the state
DEC website “requires all state and
local government agencies to consider
environmental impacts equally with
social and economic factors during
discretionary decision-making. This
means these agencies must assess the
environmental significance of all actions they have discretion to approve,
fund or directly undertake.”
Home Rule

Despite the lack of presence from the
state’s siting board as well as any communication with the Governor’s office, Copake’s dynamic duo has found
fervent support from state politicians.
Among those advocates is Senator
Daphne Jordan, who has represented
the 43rd district since her election in
2018. Senator Jordan says, “Part (10)
of the Revenue Bill from the recently
enacted 2021-22 State Budget establishes a standardized approach for real
property tax assessment for solar and
wind infrastructure. Ultimately, this
provision will remove local control
and diminish the voice of local elected

Above: The location of the current Craryville substation on Route 23. Below, left:
Screenshots from Sensible Solar’s product showing Copake Town Supervisor Jeanne
Mettler and Deputy Supervisor Richard Wolf. Images courtesy of Sensible Solar.

leaders. Having served in local government before entering the State Senate,
I understand, appreciate, and respect
the vital principle of Home Rule.”
In New York, Home Rule powers
remain among the most far-reaching
in the nation and grant local municipal governments the power to regulate
the quality of life in communities
and to provide direct services to the
people. “Local problems need local solutions,” says Senator Jordan. “Home
Rule helps ensure that the voices and
concerns of local communities are
heard.”
According to one local resident
who purchased her home in Craryville
along with her husband and two
children in May of 2020, home might
not feel quite so familiar should the
project move forward as is. “We
worked really hard to own our home
in the community where we grew up,
but at some point when we retire, we
will want to sell our home,” she says.
“How will this eye sore affect the sale
of our home? Not to mention the
effects that it will have on the land
and wildlife. It’s my understanding
that when the contract is done, the
solar panels are not removed. They
continue to sit there. Go ahead and
Google ‘abandoned solar’ panels. It’s a
very upsetting sight!”
For Deputy Supervisor Wolf, the
sense of burden local homeowners
feel is very real and is in contrast with
Hecate’s stance on property values.
“In 2020, the State passed the ORES
law which truncates community
involvement,” he says. “Developers re-

ceive Renewable Energy Credits from
NYSERDA, which are worth $43
million over the life of an agreement.
Contrary to what Hecate might say,
home values will plummet because
an industrial complex will abutt these
properties. Objective studies show
this. Unfortunately, it will be the middle class who suffer, many homeowners who have lived here all their lives
will feel somewhat disenfranchised
when someone shows up and says
‘your home is now worth a fraction of
what it had previously been worth.’
We are working with Hecate to see if
these viewsheds can be less impacted,
but there is no question those properties will be devalued and where those
Renewable Energy Credits go or how
they are allocated, we simply do not
know.”
Mr. Wolf may not be alone in this
sentiment as evidenced by a study
published in The Providence Journal in
Rhode Island in September of 2020.
“After analyzing thousands of property sales in Rhode Island and Massachusetts over a decade and a half,”
the article written by Alex Kuffner
states. “Economists at the University
of Rhode Island have concluded that
solar development is having a negative impact on nearby home values.”
According to the article, “Some of
the largest impacts were in suburban
communities when a solar project was
built on a farm or forested property.
In those instances, housing prices
Continued on next page …
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within a mile of the array dropped
by 5%.”
Mostly though, it is the effect the
project will have on the integrity of
the land and the community that has
seemingly taken precedent for local
officials. “Every piece of property will
be impacted. Everyone else within the
community of Columbia County will
be affected,” says Supervisor Mettler.
“We feel the state has chosen corporate interests over community. Each
local municipality should have control
over their own zoning and this new
provision blatantly disregards that.”
Conservation and compromise

Despite the contentious nature of the
debate, and as is true for many communities across the Hudson Valley,
there is always room for compromise.
One of the more enduring principles
that lay within the character of rural
New Yorkers is the ability to converse
and advocate accordingly. Perhaps the
most prominent advocacy group at
the forefront of the debate is Sensible
Solar. As an organization composed
specifically to address the impact of
the Sheperd’s Run project, Sensible
Solar is a self-described coalition of
concerned citizens in rural Columbia County, who, while in strong
opposition to the Shepherd’s Run
Solar Project, feel compromise can be
had should the community be more
involved.
“We really don’t have all of the
facts to be able to properly evaluate the proposal and that is what is
most frustrating,” laments Sensible
Solar member Darin Johnson. “In
many ways, solar in New York has
become something similar to the wild
west. Developers hire brokers and
flash money in front of farmers and
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landowners without considering the
wishes of the community at large.” It
was Sensible Solar’s pursuit of awareness within the community and social
media that led to a Town Hall Zoom
meeting of nearly 400 people in
March as well as the attention of state
representatives like Senator Jordan.
“Sensible Solar has done an excellent
job in getting the word out regarding
Copake,” says Jordan. “They have
been highly effective in sharing information and raising public awareness.
I have been supportive of their efforts,
and the town’s efforts, based on local
control, which is a fundamental principle for accountable and responsive
government. I hope that Hecate can
work with the town to come up with
a better plan that is acceptable and
addresses local concerns. We have not
done anything state-wide yet in terms
of raising awareness, though I think
that may be the next step.”
Local organizations

For their part, other local environmental organizations have offered
their perspectives as well including
the Columbia Land Conservancy
(CLC) and the historic environmental
watchdog organization Scenic Hudson. In an effort to raise concerns over
the project’s potential environmental
impact, the CLC stated, “a project at
the scale of the Hecate proposal has
the potential for numerous significant
adverse impacts on ecological, natural,
and scenic resources.”
Scenic Hudson, whose pursuit for
renewable energy within the Hudson
Valley is well documented, understands resident concern and has taken
up the mantle of compromise. “New
York State leads the nation in renewable energy goals and the Hudson Val-

Above and below: Viewsheds that might be impacted by the solar project. Images
courtesy of Sensible Solar.

ley is not exempt from the solar buildout,” says Hayley Carlock, director
of environmental advocacy and legal
affairs for Scenic Hudson. “In small
towns like (Copake), this presents a
challenge for Scenic Hudson. While
we understand resident concern,
climate change presents an existential
threat to the sustainability of our
area. The urgent need for statewide
renewable energy means some of these
larger scale projects will require open
space – we need to find a solution that
includes community interests as well.”
While compromise presents itself
on the horizon, for local officials,
communication is the key to bridging the current divide. “We support
solar,” says Mr. Johnson. “If Hecate
comes to the table with a willingness
to work with the town in conjunction with its residents, we will support
that but thus far, communication
only seems acceptable to a certain
point.” According to representatives
from ORES however, the new law is
designed to take potentially harmful impacts into consideration, “The
Office recognizes the importance of
conserving rural lands and ecosystems
in New York State,” Mr. Stone relayed
in a statement. “(ORES) has adopted
a comprehensive set of regulations
in conformance with Executive Law
94-c requiring a thorough assessment
of the potential impacts of proposed
major renewable energy facilities on
these resources.”
Copake’s leaders however, remain
skeptical, “Instead of pausing and figuring out solutions, they have simply
said ‘here are our goals and we need to
get here.’ The result is the trampling
of small towns like ours,” says Supervisor Mettler. Deputy Supervisor Wolf
reiterates, “We have an economy that
is based in agriculture and tourism.

The Harlem Valley Rail Trail brings in
a significant amount of tourism dollars to this area. People are astonished
by the beauty everywhere here, all of
that is at risk now. We have no industrial zoning here because of our history in agriculture and outdoor tourism.
There is no regard for that fact. There
is no plan and no policy in place that
takes that into consideration. We are
not rigid; we want to hear a plan that
is open to our residents. We are open
to compromise. Any other notion is
false. Nobody is reaching out to us.”
“We all live here, we all want what
is best for the future of our region,”
one resident says. “Community input
is the heart of our way of life and the
construction of such a project without
community involvement is in direct
opposition to the civic-minded nature
of our small towns and villages.”
Perhaps the tragic irony of the entire debate is that it has divided folks
over an issue in which a majority are
in agreement. Renewable energy resources like solar are critical weapons
in the battle against climate change.
However, if those same virtuous ideals are themselves weaponized to the
detriment of community relationships
in rural New York, the future of green
energy may be cast further into the
chasm of doubt. •
For more information on Sensible Solar
and their efforts to raise awareness, visit
sensiblesolarny.org. To learn more about
Hecate Energy, visit hecateenergy.com.
Find out what Scenic Hudson is doing to
sustain the Hudson Valley at scenichudson.org. For more information about the
Columbia Land Conservancy, visit clctrust.
org. Source for the Providence Journal
article www.providencejournal.com/story/
news/environment/2020/09/30/study-solarprojects-driving-down-home-values-in-risuburbs/114167186/
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The road never ends…

By CB Wismar
info@mainstreetmag.com

Ask veteran actor Colter Rule about
motorcycles, and the normally effusive demeanor blossoms in to full
evangelical zeal. Appreciating the
stories and bits of memory, the lilting voice of Alison Krauss intones
Gravity from her 2004 album with
Union Station –

Colter Rule and his lifelong
love of motorcycles

cycle, boyhood dreams became a
reality. “I had enough money to buy
a used BMW. I got it in shape, then
drove to California and back.”
As Alison sings, “the road never
ends.”
Working as a fledgling actor in
New York, Colter juggled the traditional mixture of jobs designed to
“So years roll on by
keep body and soul together – bar
And just like the sky
tender, cab driver, cycle messenThe road never ends”
ger. One vivid memory involves
the recognition by his apartment
For Colter Rule, his love affair with building “super” that Colter was a
two wheels and an engine began
full-fledged motorcycle aficionado.
well before he could straddle a mo- It seemed that in the basement of
torcycle and take off into the sunset. the building, tucked back in a dusty
“I would see this well-dressed
corner was a long-neglected maexecutive come driving home in
chine. “It was a 1962 BSA,” Colter
New York City, astride his motorremembers. “I paid him $100 for it,
cycle. We lived on 87th Street in an cleaned it up and rode that bike for
apartment so when he would drive years.”
up, I was smitten.” Next there came
the offered ride … then the sharing Big breaks… and more brakes
of motorcycle magazines. There was When talent and tenacity paid off,
Colter became recognized in the
no stopping.
When there was enough money vast New York talent pool as a versatile actor and a polished voice-over
to buy his first well-used motor-

performer. After a productive run
of several years, the city lad decided
to let his love for the country roads
and open spaces be cemented by
a move to a home overlooking the
Housatonic River in Falls Village,
CT, where he and his wife, Katy,
set down roots. They’ve been yearround residents since 2010.
“I love living up here. There
are so many amazing people set
in this captivating landscape. It’s a
National Park with houses!”
In his time in the area, Colter has
become a local celebrity, making
regular appearances as a master of
ceremonies at events like the annual
festival on the Falls Village, CT,
green at the culmination of Lime
Rock Park’s annual Vintage Race
Car & Sports Car Parade.
Continued on next page …
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All photos are
courtesy of Colter
Rule. Photo above
top of Katy and
Colter (2021) in
Falls Village was
taken by Kimberley
Rock.
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Gaining a group of motorcycling
friends, Colter explored the entire
region, hitting the various locations
where motorcyclists congregate to
swap stories, admire each other’s
well cared-for machines and pass
along information about discoveries
and opportunities.
“I met a rider in Danbury one
weekend who was talking about a
bike that needed some work. It was
a Triumph Bonneville – a true racing machine. Andrew Murray, my
mentor and instructor, noticed that
a simple replacement part would
bring the bike back to life.”
Murray is the legendary co-owner
of Murray Brothers Garage who
created a “hot rod” that he took to
the Bonneville Salt Flats to test its
limits.

A new machine and a new
destination

“There’s a map of a route that takes
a rider from Connecticut to the
Canadian border … with only 30
miles of paved road the entire route.
The rest is dirt roads, farm roads,
and the remainders of logging and
charcoal roads.” Making the trip is
a goal for Colter, who has acquired
his newest ride – a Honda CRF
1000L Dual Sport – a motorcycle at
home on the highway and equally
comfortable in off-road settings.
“The major builders have all
learned a great deal from their
entries in the famous Paris-Dakar
endurance race. This version of
the Honda is prime example of the
beautiful mix between road and offroad machinery.”
While wife Katy will occasionally
join Colter on one of his motorRoad to track and back
Road touring became supplemented cycle trips, she prefers it when the
by the dream of many a cycle rider method of transportation is the
e-bikes she and Colter ride far and
– racing. For seven years, Colter
wide in the area. “We go up to
Rule competed in New England
under the auspices of the US Classic Bartholomew’s Cobble or down the
Racing Association. Racing at Old River Road toward Trinity Camp,”
Bryar Motorsports Park (now New offers Colter. “It’s great fun.”
And, so, the road, like the sky in
Hampshire Motor Speedway) in
Laconia, NH, became a regular pur- Alison’s lilting song, never seems to
end. •
suit for Rule. Wrapped around his
finely turned Triumph Bonneville,
Eager for more? Check out Colter Rule on
he campaigned for seven seasons
… until a growing family suggested YouTube to see his video archive of the TV
spots the allowed him to feed his hunger
moving from the track back onto
the roads that crisscross the region. for motorcycles.
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The Legendary
‘69 Hemi Roadrunner
By Lindsey Clark As a kid, I was always brought along
info@mainstreetmag.com to big, loud car shows and flashy,
bustling car auctions. Meanwhile, I
never really understood why anything
besides the fried food was so important. Cars haven’t been a huge part
of my life by any means, but attending these events while growing up
showed me just how passionate my
father, Eric Clark, is about vehicles.
Thus, whenever the topic arises, I
can’t help but think about the many
classic cars my dad has tucked away in
his formidable garage. From a ‘56 Bel
Air, to a ‘70 Chevelle, to a ‘71 Nova,
the vehicles that have come into his
possession over the years have always
interested anyone who gets to see
them. Of course, when I was little, I
thought they were cool to look at and
fun to ride around in, but nothing
beyond that.
This was, until, a new car was
brought home.
Right away, its distinct green color
made this car stand out among the
rest of my dad’s black, white, and
silver collection on an aesthetic level.
But this visual difference only scratches the surface of this car’s importance.
Behind this vehicle’s existence lies a
legendary story that I only learned in
full when I finally asked my dad.

of the story to illustrate the extent to
which this vehicle caused a scene:
“The car has some serious local history. First and foremost, the car was
sold brand new in Hudson, NY, and
has never left Columbia County. It’s
never even been more than 15 miles
away from its original dealership.”
“The first owner drag raced the car
and didn’t do a lot of modifications to
it, but ran it really hard. Subsequently,
it lost its original transmission, so it
was replaced with a Hemi four speed
transmission. The car was eventually
stolen from the local bowling alley
and recovered. Then, the car was
impounded by the State Police when
one night, the original owner was
out with a bunch of his buddies and
speeding. He outran the cops with the
Hemi, but the police knew the car,
so they showed up at the guy’s house
the next morning and impounded the
car claiming that it wasn’t street legal
– in their mind it was too fast, and
they thought there was no way that a
production car could have that motor
in it. In order to get the car out of
impound, the owner had to hire the
sales manager from a different dealer
to come with the book for the Hemi
and prove that the car could be built
and purchased from the factory with
that motor in it.”
A legend was born
“Later, the original owner found
After sitting down with my dad, it
out that his then-girlfriend was
turns out that I just needed to ask one pregnant, and he was in the market
simple question: “What is the story
for a more family-friendly vehicle. A
behind your ‘69 Hemi Roadrunner?” ‘69 Hemi Roadrunner – especially
Before my dad purchased the vehi- being a four speed – is not a suitable
cle, or was even born, this car created car for a family. That’s where Don
quite the name for itself in Columbia Campbell comes in. At the time, Don
County. He told me about this part
was in college. His close friend saw

the Hemi Roadrunner for sale on
the original owner’s front lawn, and
essentially rushed to tell Don, ‘Oh
my God, there’s a ‘69 Hemi Roadrunner for sale!’ So of course, Don went
and looked at the car. The original
owner was actually interested in
Don’s Plymouth 340 Duster, which
is a more family-friendly choice, and
they ended up doing a deal where
Don traded in his Duster and $200
in cash in exchange for the ‘69 Hemi
Roadrunner.”
“Until fairly recently, the car was
owned by Don. He was a GM technician and the car was always kept in
prime condition: it was never left
sitting outside, it was never driven in
the salt, and it was consistently maintained. Don then, as he got older, put
the car away in his garage, where it
stayed until 2013.”
The next chapter

At this point, my dad dives into his
side of the story, which is really the
other necessary half of what makes
this car so notable. And to be fair,
while I was certainly old enough to
understand this process when it was
happening, like I mentioned before, I
didn’t feel the need to learn the details
of this transaction until after the fact:
“Now the story moves to one of
our annual clambakes in 2013. Don
Campbell, a close personal friend,
was in my garage, which is mostly full
of GM vehicles – collector vehicles.
Don, off the cuff, said, ‘Geez you
Continued on next page …
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a legend

should really have a Mopar in here.’
Mopar is a division, it kind of covers
the bases of Plymouth, Chrysler,
and Dodge. So I just laughed it off,
because I didn’t really think anything
of it. So later that evening when
we were saying goodbye, we shook
hands and he said to me, ‘You know,
I was serious about that Mopar
comment.’ And I said back to him,
‘Well Don, the only Mopar I would
ever consider owning would be your
Plymouth Roadrunner.’ And he said,
‘That’s what I’m talking about.’ And I
paused, with great surprise, and I said,
‘Oh!’ And he said, ‘Well, if it’s something you want to talk about, give me
a call.’”
“So of course, I didn’t hesitate.
Within a few days I gave him a call.
I hadn’t actually seen the car in probably five or six, possibly ten years, so I
called him, then went up and looked
at the car. It had been stored in his
garage all this time, so the Hemi was
pretty much resurrected and brought
out in the daylight for us to look at. It
hadn’t been outside since – maybe –
1992. Long story short, I had the car
inspected by an independent appraisal
guy, we decided on a price, I offered
the price, I purchased the car, and
then I got the car home. This process
was actually super busy, and around
the time I was negotiating buying the
car, unfortunately my father passed
away. Because of this, I almost backed
out of the deal. But then, my wife said
to me, ‘Well, if your dad was still alive
he would say go get that car,’ which
gave me the perspective to realize I
had to go through with it – and I
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got the car and brought it home. We
began to take the car apart that winter; we went through the car not to
restore it, but just to clean it and do
obvious service to it. Again, for over
15 to 16 years it just sat. I made some
really close friends during this process.
That winter also helped me grieve my
father’s death because I was distracted
with working on the car.”
On the show circuit

“Once I felt it was ready, the following spring I decided to show the car.
I started bringing it to local shows.
There is a local show that gets (kind
of ) national recognition because it’s
sponsored by Hemmings Motor News.
When I showed it there, some chatter
began about how special the car is. I
always knew it had a really late build
date when compared to the rest of
the ‘69 Hemi Roadrunners that were
made, so we researched and found
exactly how late my car was produced.
Surprisingly, we came to find out
the car is documented as the last ‘69
Hemi Roadrunner built. At the time,
no one knew that. Sure, I knew that it
had a late build date, but until we had
a professional guy spend seven hours
documenting the car – and he owns
the records to prove that it is the last
‘69 Hemi Roadrunner built – we really didn’t know it was the final one.”
“After showing the car and learning
this incredible news, people started to
contact me about it; they were naturally intrigued by the car’s newfound
mystique, and it’s indeed a pretty special car. A Hemi car from the 1960s
to begin with is ultra rare, but this

one has a fascinating history, and has
never been fully restored, which truly
reflects the car’s past. Really, the tires
on it are from around 1976, and it
looks, runs, and smells just like 1974.
Better yet, when we started to run the
numbers on the car, we also found it’s
only one of 200 ‘69 Hemi Roadrunners ever built. We also discovered
that it’s believed to be a ‘one of one,’
meaning that with the options – color,
motor, transmission, brakes – it’s one
of only one built, while also being the
last of its kind built.”
The car was such a big hit in its
unique and truly historic quality
that it was given a six-page spread
in Hemmings’ Muscle Machines Magazine in the November 2019 issue.
But on the whole, regardless of the
publicity, what this remarkable vehicle
makes clear is that whether a classic
car is racing around the county, or
simply sitting in a garage for years,
it likely has a story to tell that can
bring people together – just as my
dad’s ‘69 Hemi Roadrunner has accomplished! •

Spring is here, is your
outdoor living space
ready?

We are open and ready to help you with
all of your home furnishing needs
Hours: Tues - Sat 10-5, Sun 12-4
5938 North Elm Ave. • Millerton, NY 12546
t: 518.789.3848 • www.northelmhome.com
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The Irondale Schoolhouse
Take a trip back in time

Oblong Books & Music

NEW
BOOKS FOR
SPRING
Following a year of closed doors, our 1858 one-room
schoolhouse will reopen for the season!
Join us as we celebrate opening day, share the building’s rich history
and ring the bell on Saturday, May 29, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
16 Main Street • PO Box 876 • Millerton, NY
www.irondaleschoolhouse.org

OPEN
Weds - Mon
11 am - 5 pm

Millerton • Rhinebeck
oblongbooks.com

PLUS PRIVATE
SHOPPING

By Appointment

MONTAGE
ANTIQUES

EVERYTHING TO MAKE
YOUR HOUSE YOUR HOME
25 MAIN STREET MILLERTON, NY | 860-485-3887
WWW.MONTAGEANTIQUES.COM | @MONTAGEANTIQUES
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Nature ' s road trip
S
By Caleb May
info@mainstreetmag.com

pring is an exciting time for most
people. After months of cold
weather and cabin fever, the warmth
rolls in, and the classic signs of
spring begin to emerge. The bees
will return, the flowers will grow,
and people will be out and traveling with more frequency. However,
humans will not be the only ones
taking advantage of the warmer
weather.
Flight patterns

Starting in April and extending into
late May, billions of birds will leave
their wintering grounds in Central
and South America to partake in
something called spring migration.
For the people known as birders, it
is the most exciting time of the year.
The number of species in the area
will grow exponentially as dozens of
warbler, vireo, thrush, and sparrow
species will fly north to find suitable
nesting areas and abundant food.
It is quite a remarkable process
that can be triggered in many different ways, such as day length,

temperature, food, and the bird’s genetic predisposition. The birds will
react to such changes and follow
ancient migratory pathways towards
their breeding grounds. They will
fly through the night before landing
during the day to refuel and repeat
the process. To make these night
trips, the birds rely on the sun, stars,
and even the earth’s magnetic field
to keep them on track.

Spring migration is a truly incredible feat, but it does come with
risks. Birds suffer massive casualties
while migrating these great distances. Any number of things can kill
them, such as human interaction,
weather, or natural predators. These
factors dwindle a flock’s size.
Flocking to the sight

Although it may not seem like a
huge deal, birders spend over $40
Long-haul journeys
billion a year on travel, supplies,
The length of the migratory flight
and lodging. Hotels in hotspots
depends on the species. Some birds, have branded themselves as birderlike the Palm Warbler, will spend
friendly to attract these featherthe winter in Florida before making loving patrons.
the short migration north. OthIt is not just migration that can
ers come from Central and South
cause a fuss in the birder comAmerica and cover much greater
munity, which, thanks in part to
distances. These journeys can
the pandemic, continues to grow
reveal some amazing behavior. For
every day. A rare bird sighting can
example, a small Blackpoll Warbler cause people to flock to that area
has been recorded travelling 2,100 to glimpse the bird. A few weeks
miles without stopping, an impres- ago, birders witnessed a Snowy
sive achievement for a bird weighOwl in Central Park for the first
ing less than half an ounce. Even
time since the 1800s. People took
more astounding is the Arctic Tern to Whatsapp, iMessage, and Ebird
(pictured above). Scientists have
Continued on next page …
estimated that, over its lifetime, an
Arctic Tern, will migrate 1.5 million
miles. That is the equivalent of
going to the moon and back three
times over!
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migration

and within minutes there were 200
people and several news crews clamoring for a chance to photograph
the majestic bird.
The migratory travel itineraries of our feathered friends have a
significant impact on how we travel
as well. People will change flights
to see a particular bird on their new
detour – seriously, this happened!
It is pretty incredible to think
about the pull these birds have
on the hearts and minds of those
who watch them. They have this
ability to create an almost cult-like
following which attracts millions of
people to watch their journey.
Giving birds an upgrade

Above, top to
bottom: Male
Palm Warbler,
photo contributor
GummyBone. Male
Blackpoll, photo
contributor Michael Stubblefield.
Below, right: Blackburnian Warbler,
photo contributor
ps50ace. Previous
page: Arctic Tern,
photo contributor TobyPhotos.
All images from
istockphoto.com.
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So, what can you do to make birds’
lives easier during their long journey? You can provide a layover for
them on your property. While many
migratory birds don’t eat birdseed as
chickadees and titmice do, warblers
will sometimes flock with those
species, so it is good to put various
seeds at various heights and presentations to attract the most variety.
Another bird-helping measure
is the choice of plants and shrubs.
They play a considerable role in
birds’ lives as they give them food
and shelter from predators in the
area. Planting red flowers will help
keep Ruby-throated Hummingbirds
humming, and other plants will attract insects to keep the insectivore
migrants happy.

In an increasing hazardous natural world, creating a healthy and
balanced ecosystem in your backyard can mean life or death for these
travellers. Dr. John Fitzpatrick,
executive director of the Cornell
Lab of Ornithology, compared these
types of green patches to a favorite
bed and breakfast halfway between
your summer and winter house.
A location with a variety of cover
and food sources can help provide
a safer passage for these birds and
help you save on gas by attracting
the birds to you, so you don’t need
to travel to them.
The home stretch

Migration is a remarkable story of
travel. These birds, ranging from
small hummingbirds to raptors, are
able to overcome significant challenges to travel thousands of miles
and raise their young. Migration is
truly amazing and humans get to
reap the benefits. I urge you to go
out and explore the wonders that
spring migration has to offer, and
by doing so, raise awareness in order
to protect our feathered friends! •
To learn more, I encourage you to visit
the following sites: Audubon.org , Ebird.
org, and allaboutbirds.org.
Caleb May is an avid birder, and a
senior at The Salisbury School. He will be
attending the University of Vermont in the
fall to study wildlife and fisheries biology.

Spring time for Cocktails,
Cordials & Wine!
Offering a wide variety of wines and spirits from around the globe
in varying sizes • A full wall of sparkling wines and champagne •
Many local wines and spirits • Miscellaneous chilled whites, roses
and bubbly • Our everyday 3/$20 sale section where you can mix &
match 3 wines for $20 • Tons of Rose – Rose all Day! • Check out
our Facebook page for specials and updates
Hours: Sunday 12 to 5pm • Monday 12 to 6 Tuesday through
Thursday 10 to 6pm • Friday and Saturday 10-6pm
Curbside pick-up available!

518.325.4010

8 Anthony Street in Hillsdale, NY, behind the IGA Supermarket

Spring time savings are here!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Order your meats: beef, chicken, ham, lamb and fish
Choose from an array of local dairy products
Mouth-watering steaks, hamburgers, and chicken
We always have a wide variety of fresh fish
Fresh produce all year long
We carry a great selection of cheeses, produce, deli,
bakery and all your grocery needs!

Home delivery and curbside pickup available, too!
Hours:
Sunday – Thursday 7am – 6pm
Friday 7am – 7pm
Saturday 7am – 6pm

2628 Route 23, Hillsdale, NY • 518-325-4341
hillsdalesupermarket@gmail.com
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EXCAVATION SERVICES
Backhoe & bulldozer
Driveway installation & repair
GROUNDS MAINTENANCE
Monthly maintenance programs
Spring, fall & storm damage clean-up

Call for free onsite estimates
Licensed & insured
30 years experience

SPECIALIZED STONE WORK
Patios • Walls • Walkways • Boulders
LANDSCAPING
Lawn renovation & installation
Large tree & shrub installation
Edging & mulching • Bed maintenance
Landscape construction
TREE INSTALLATION & REMOVAL
Large evergreens & decidious trees
installed • Large fruit trees

Domenick Lopane Jr.

Landscaping
& Excavating

(845) 518-0632 • DLopaneJr@gmail.com
700 McGhee Hill Road, Millerton, NY

LAURENCE A GUILLEM

REIKI

Japanese Energy Healing

reiki-ho.com
reikiho22@gmail.com
646.696.0959 | Sharon, CT

HARPER BLANCHET

PRECISION
AUTO STORAGE

Cassandra Flying

Car and motorcycle storage
certified
(917) 715 0624 • 6050 Route 22 in Millerton, NY
dan@precisionautostorage.com • www.precisionautostorage.com
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•

Cherry Hill Farm, Cornwall, CT

•

1976

FINE ART

PHOTOGRAPHER
TWILIGHT STUDIOS

845.750.8853 • HARPERBLANCHET.COM

•

$20,000

e-bikes

What are you waiting for? Get Thee on an E-bike!
By Dominique DeVito
info@mainstreetmag.com
It doesn’t seem possible that the
bicycle is a fairly recent invention,
but it is. Many mutations of a vehicle
that would be steady, safe, and not
too cumbersome were crafted in the
1800s in England, France, and the
US, but it wasn’t until almost the end
of that century that a model with two
wheels of the same size with a chain
driver and gears set the stage for the
popularity of this mode of transportation. Called the Safety Bicycle, from
its introduction in 1889 with production of about 200,000 units, it took
off and, just a decade later, there were
about a million of them in circulation
and many more being made.
From the archives of the Smithsonian National Museum of American
History is this great summary of
how and why the bicycle was almost
instantly so popular: “By 1899, only a
few score automobiles had been built,
horses and carriages were expensive
to maintain in crowded cities, and
urban public transportation was, with
few exceptions, slow and frequently
inadequate. The bicycle met the need
for inexpensive individual transportation – much as the automobile has in
recent times – for going to and from
business, for business deliveries, for
recreational riding, and for sport.”
(www.si.edu)
The thrill of a bike

I remember learning to ride a bike,
with my mother steadying me on one
with training wheels at first, and then,
when I had the hang of it, no training
wheels. I’ll never forget those feelings
of freedom and excitement as I pedaled off on my own. And fun. So fun!
I saw the same thing happen when
it was my kids’ turns to learn to ride
bikes. The smiles on their faces when
they were set free to ride around the
block were as bright as the sun.
Then, if you’re lucky enough, you
learn to drive a car, and that becomes
your vehicle of liberation. For most,
the good old bike becomes relegated
to recreation, an enjoyment for week-

ends or vacations. Funny to think
that what once helped us speed up
becomes something to help us slow
down. Ultimately, for too many of
us, even riding a bike for recreation
becomes too risky or too physically
demanding. Until now.
Welcome the electric bike

There’s no greater convert to or champion of the e-bike in our area than
Bob Ensign who, with his wife Meg,
owns Covered Bridge Electric Bike in
West Cornwall, CT.
“I rode bikes all the time,” he says
when I ask him how he came to fall
in love with electric bikes. “But I had
a knee that was problematic, and riding wasn’t worth the potential injury.
Western Connecticut is quite hilly,”
he continues, “and I had to admit
‘enough already.’”
One day he and his son were looking for something to do, discovered
an electric bike rental operation in a
nearby state, and decided to check it
out. “It was the best thing ever,” he
says. He was hooked.
Bob started learning everything he
could about electric bikes. “I was just
curious at first,” he says. “My passion
fueled 90% of my interest. I wasn’t
thinking about owning a sales and
rental shop, but the more I learned
the more I realized that the electric
bike is just that good. Riding one can
be transformative. It was for me.”
What is it?

An electric bike is a bicycle with a
motor that’s powered by a battery
that’s charged with electricity. The
battery is integrated into the design
of the bicycle so that the experience is
nearly identical to a standard bicycle.
The electric motor, however, enables
the rider to get additional propulsion
without the exertion.
Just as with the development of
the first bicycles over 100 years ago,
e-bikes have taken some time to
become more mainstream, but their
popularity is soaring as their versatility

is recognized. Even before the pandemic, e-bikes were being recognized
as environmentally-friendly and
extremely enjoyable ways to commute
to work in cities and towns, to do
simple errands, and of course to just
get outside and ride. In the wake of
the pandemic, not surprisingly, sales
are booming.
“There’s a lot of technology in the
e-bikes today, too,” Bob says. “Some
are so sophisticated you don’t hear the
motor or even feel the thrust. It’s a
natural, organic feeling, which adds to
the great experience.”

All photos with this
article courtesy of
Covered Bridge
Electric Bikes.

My turn

How could I resist? Of course I had
to try one myself. It was on that glorious late March day when the skies
cleared in the early afternoon and the
temperature soared into the 70s that I
went to Covered Bridge Electric Bike,
where I had made a reservation for a
2-hour ride. The business is on the
right just as you pass through West
Cornwall’s lovely covered bridge, and
the e-bikes are everywhere – on the
sidewalk awaiting rental and inside
Continued on next page …
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e-bikes

where there are many makes and
models to check out if you want to
buy one.
Meg and Bob outfitted me with
a very comfortable helmet, and we
talked about my overall experience
with riding a bike. I’m a perfect candidate for the e-bike, since I parted ways
with recreational cycling years ago
in favor of running and walking. I’m
not a fan of wobbling on a bike and
figuring out the gears, and at my age,
I can’t risk a crash. I’m in pretty good
shape, but even so I let them know
I wanted an e-bike with fat tires for
extra stability.
They pulled a Red Mini from their
selection, and Bob explained how
to use it. There’s a lane between the
bridge and the shop that’s perfect
for practicing before you head off.
Thank goodness! It did take some
getting used to. The e-bike I would
ride is a solid vehicle, weighing over
60 pounds. To get started, you push
a small button and turn the throttle,
which gently propels you forward.
You do need to pedal, too, which is a
good thing. Finding the balance with
all of that took some time, but I was
soon comfortable enough to head out.
Meg gave me the map of the route
that goes along the Housatonic River,
an 11-mile stretch from their place
along River Road all the way to Canaan Road (Route 44). She explained
certain landmarks and drew on the
map with a pen so I’d be following
along correctly if I wasn’t sure while
I was out. The e-bike rental comes
with a handy zippered pouch off the
front handlebars that’s large enough to
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stow a water bottle, a purse, a snack,
an extra sweater. I aimed the bike in
the direction of the trail, gave it some
juice, started pedaling, and was off.
The e-bike was a joy to ride. The
river route was mixed topography,
changing from dirt to pavement to
gravel all along the way. It crossed
train tracks in several places. The first
time I was going over tracks I anticipated the bouncing and jolts I’d experienced riding a traditional bike over
the grooves of a train track. Not with
the e-bike! The fat tires and the sturdy
frame absorbed all shock. Nice! I did
make one wrong turn and ended up
going up someone’s long dirt driveway
by mistake. There were some steeper
spots, so I got to experience the assistance of the motor’s propulsion when
pedaling becomes more strenuous. It
was wonderful. With a simple press of
a button and turn of the throttle, the
pedal assist power kicks in and does
its work, letting you still enjoy the
physical challenge but knowing you
won’t have to climb off and push the
bike up the hill. How great is that?!
On the downhills, I got to test the
brakes and stability, too. The fat tires
helped hold the bike to the road
without skidding or slipping. What a
relief.
I did the 22-mile out-and-back trip
in just over two hours. The river road
is a real road, but there were very few
cars. It was hilly enough to test the ebike, but with plenty of flats to pedal
along peacefully and take in the amazing scenery. There were some other
folks on e-bikes, and they seemed as
delighted as I was.

them,” he says, “it’s not about being
able to pedal up to 20 miles per hour
and doing the speed – though they
can – it’s about enjoying the outdoors
again. Some people haven’t been on a
bike for 40 years. Seeing them have a
good time is so great,” he adds.
When you visit Covered Bridge

On the Covered Bridge’s website
you’ll see they offer some enticing
group tours that include picnic lunches and farm stops. “The pandemic
threw a wrench into things,” Bob says
when I mention the appeal of these.
“Last summer we couldn’t do them
for mixed groups, though couples and
family pods were OK. Even now it’s
still too risky,” he says. “We’re being
very careful.”
Understandably so, and Bob
and Meg take the health and safety
precautions very seriously. Now’s a
perfect time, actually, to get comfortable with the e-bike experience
yourself and dream about a fun outing
with friends when it’s safe again. “It
really is the world’s greatest hike – on
E-bike riders
steroids!” Bob says, “you see and hear
When I talked to Bob
everything.”
about e-bike ridership, he
What Bob and Meg see is “a lot of
said that they appealed
smiles when people come around the
to people of all ages, but corner off the riding trail to return the
on average e-bike riders
bikes.”
are older. They’re folks
E-bikes now and in the future
who grew up loving the
If you get hooked, like Bob did, you
outdoors, but hiking
will soon discover the exciting world
or kayaking aren’t their
thing, and traditional bi- of e-bikes and their potential. Bike
cycles are potentially too tour groups are turning to them
more and more; cities are seeing bike
dangerous. “Riding an
e-bike rekindles people’s lanes fill up with e-bike commuters;
joy of being outside. For mountain bike enthusiasts are singing

their praises. You do get the exercise
along with the outdoorsy experience.
According to Bob, as you become
more familiar with your e-bike, you
tend to increase the exercise level.
There are multiple combinations of
lower assistance with higher gears and
higher assistance with lower gears. A
nice thing about this is that it levels
the playing field for riders of different fitness levels,” he explains. “You
will eventually maximize your own
personal output on the bike, whatever
that might be, and the person you’re
riding with will do the same.”
I’m reminded of a quote I saw from
Bill Nye the Science Guy: “Bicycling
is a big part of the future. It has to
be. There’s something wrong with a
society that drives a car to work out in
a gym.”
If you crave more outdoor time and
want to experience the joy of a bike
ride that is safer and easier than what
you might experience on a traditional
bicycle, get on an e-bike. Covered
Bridge in West Cornwall is a great
place to start, and a great source of
information if you want to explore
further.
“We spend all day here,” Bob says,
“and when we close the shop, our
favorite thing to do is get on the bikes
ourselves. It’s a great outing.”
It really is. •
For more information, call (860)248-3010
or go to www.coveredbridgeebike.com. The
shop is located at 421 Sharon-Goshen Turnpike, West Cornwall, CT. Make a reservation online. Hours are currently Wednesdays,
Thursdays, Saturdays and Sundays, 10am
to 5pm.

GILDED MOON

FRAMING
What can we frame for you?
17 John Street • Millerton, NY • 518.789.3428 • www.gmframing.com

Excavation & Landscaping Services:
Land Clearing • Stone & Retaining Walls
Driveways • Drainage • Patios & Walkways
Landscape Installation & Construction

THE MILLERTON INN
53 Ma in St reet Mi ll er ton , N Y

11 Luxurious Rooms

New Mediterranean Cuisine

Private Event Venue + Catering

Follow Us :

/themillertoninn/
the_millerton_inn

Contact Us :

p : 518.592.1900

www .themillertoninn.com

(860) 824-1188

office@mattslandscapingct.com
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Your pet will leave happy, feeling good and most importantly, looking great!

W

W

Church Street

DELI & PIZZERIA

POOCHINI’S
Pet Salon

Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner
Salads • Sandwiches • Subs •
Wraps • Burgers & Dogs •
Pizza • & more!

DAWN GARDINA
Providing grooming & boarding services
46 Robin Road • Craryville, NY
518.325.4150 • 518.821.3959
poochinipetsalon@gmail.com
Follow us on Facebook!

(518) 329-4551
1677 County Rt. 7A, Copake

Valentine Monument
Works
Since 1875

BRICK BLOCK

Auto Parts

Auto parts • Accessories Tools • Equipment

Paints & lubricants sold to
businesses and individuals
High quality brand name
merchandise

Cemetery Monuments • On-Site Lettering • Bronze Veterans’ Plaques
Pet Markers • Cleaning & Repairs
Bruce Valentine, owner • Tel: 518-789-9497
ValentineMonument@hotmail.com • Park Avenue & Main Street, Millerton

Meredith Marsh Tiedemann
Certified Private Wealth Advisor®
Senior Vice President and Trust Officer

Open Mon-Fri 7.30-6, Sat 7.30-3, Sun 9-1
12 Main Street, Millerton, NY • 518 789 3696 • brickblockautoparts.com

Eliot Clarke
Vice President & Trust Officer

Is your investment team
working for you?

Feeling secure about your investments is a lot easier when you and your
investment manager get the chance to know each other. Our Trust and
Investments Services Department is based in the heart of Dutchess County,
and we’re the only bank who can say that. That means you can meet with your
investment manager in person, on your schedule, close to home. Given that
we’re working for you, isn’t that how it should be?

• Heating Oil
• Propane
• Heat/AC Systems
• Diesel
• Kerosene
• 24/7 Emergency

TRUST AND INVESTMENT SERVICES
The Strength of Relationships

• Service/Repair

PHONE 845-677-4266 BANKOFMILLBROOK.COM
44 FRONT STREET, MILLBROOK, NY 12545

Investments through the Bank of Millbrook Trust and Investment Services are not FDIC insured, are not
guaranteed by the Bank of Millbrook Trust and Investment Services, and are subject to investment risk, including
possible loss of value.
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9018 State Route 22 • Hillsdale • Servicing Taconic Hills Area

(518) 325-6700

www.herringtonfuels.com

motorcycles

“On a steel horse I ride…”
By John Torsiello
info@mainstreetmag.com
Riding as a pack is not only enjoyable but also helps enhance the safety
factor for bikers; it’s much easier for
motorists to notice four or five bikers
together than one.
The image of the “biker” has
The actor nailed it. For motorcyclists changed over the years. Once considered outliers by much of society, the
it’s about transportation, sure. But
attitude of non-riders has softened,
it really is the allure of an unending
as bikers conduct charity and fundroad, freedom of movement and the
wind blowing through their hair that raising rides that do a heck of a lot
keeps them hopping onto their bikes of good. And it doesn’t matter what
career you’re in or how you make
whenever they can.
your money to purchase that Harley
To many men and women of all
ages and backgrounds, there’s nothing or Yamaha; you can be a lawyer or a
like the freedom of being on a motor- bartender and everyone mingles like a
well-stirred cocktail.
cycle and enjoying the sunshine, the
fresh air, and all the crazy times that
go with riding your steel horse with a A newbie biker
group of great friends on a road trip. Melissa Brady lives in Union Vale,
NY, and is a newbie to riding. “I just
There’s an exhilarating sense of freestarted riding on my own at the age
dom, an intimate relationship with
a machine, the thrill of riding, and a of 41 in October of last year. Prior to
close-knit relationship with those who that I have always been a passenger.
It was something I wanted to learn. I
share similar feelings. Those are the
ride as much as I can. Every day that
real motivations for riding hard on
two wheels rather than merely going it is not raining, I try to get out on
the bike. I even rode on my birthday
from point A to point B.
this past January.”
Brady rides mostly with friends.
Riding in a pack or going solo
Her riding “coach” Kyle O’Brien from
According to the website Statista,
Motorcycle Training Solutions, Inc.
in 2019 there were over 384,000
often rides with her. “He trained me
registered motorcycles in New York,
ranking it fourth among states in the and I feel really confident when riding
union. More women are gripping the with him. There are days when I just
throttle these days. According to the go out on my own to clear my head.
Motorcycle Industry Council, women I plan to join a women’s riding club
riders accounted for 14 percent of the this year to meet others who share
total motorcycle riding population in the same lifestyle … the biker chick
the United States with the median age lifestyle.”
Brady said she had been a passenof female riders being 38, ten years
younger than their male counterparts. ger, but “met many women who rode
their own bike and admired them.”
For some of the thousands, the road
She continued, “I was afraid to ride
winds a long way from home. And
on my own. I built up the courage to
that’s just how they like it.
Some like to make the journey solo, start riding after being supported by
others prefer pack riding where up to friends I rode with. I took classes and
bought a couple of bikes of my own.”
a dozen or more motorcyclists make
Brady’s parents are bikers and ride
long treks on weekends or holidays.
with her aunt and uncle. “They have
been riding together since I was a
little girl. They do a big ride each year.
This year, I hope to join them. My
On a motorcycle, you can’t really think
about more than where you are. There’s
a freedom that comes with that – from
stress, worry, sweating the small stuff.
		
–Laurence Fishburne.

Photo courtesy of Melissa Brady

first bike was a Suzuki 250, the bike
I learned on. Then I bought a 2016
Harley Fat Bob and a Yamaha V Star
650. This year I traded the Fat Bob in
for a 2020 Harley Sport Glide, which
I plan to ride long distances on, and
I still have the V Star. I am learning
not only to ride but I also how to
work on the bikes myself; oil changes,
part changes, and anything else I can
learn about the bikes.” She’s certainly
invested, isn’t she?
As for where she rides, Brady’s favorite jaunts in Dutchess County are
on Route 22 from Pawling through
Amenia and Millerton towards Rhinebeck, then back down through Hyde
Park, across to Millbrook and back to
Union Vale. “It’s a scenic ride and I
always stop to eat along the way.”
Brady finds relaxation on a motorcycle, “It is hard to explain the feeling
of freedom. All my worries disappear
and all I focus on is the ride. It is a
great therapy. To see the countryside
on a bike is just amazing. Not to mention, my kids think it’s cool that their
mom rides a motorcycle. That makes
me feel good too.”
The freedom of the road

tooling around on mini bikes and dirt
bikes. The natural progression was to
take to the street. “A few years ago, I
rode 12 months a year as long as the
roads were clear. Now, I’m not a fan of
riding with temps below 50 degrees.
My favorite person to ride with is my
fiancée. She doesn’t ride herself, but
she’s the best damn passenger I could
ask for. When I ride, it’s a sense of
escape and freedom. You can’t hear a
cell phone ring. No one can really find
you or bother you. And that freedom
isn’t over until you say it’s over.”
Sekul said one of the “nicest rides”
in Dutchess County is “coming down
over the mountain by the Silo Ridge
Golf Course in Amenia, NY. The
worst riding is any road with grass
clippings blown onto it.”
Hudson Valley Riders

Angel Noriega is a co-founder of
the Hudson Valley Riders, “Hudson Valley Riders is not a club. We
acknowledge that motorcycle clubs
follow tradition and protocols, and we
attempt to steer clear of policies and
procedures, respectfully. Instead, we
Continued on next page …

Milan, NY, resident Chris Sekul
began riding when he was a youngster,
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are a collective group of riders who get
together for rides and events throughout the year. There’s no registration or
official membership required.”
Hudson Valley Riders has a strong
presence on social media, around
2,000 followers. Its gatherings usually
draw between about 15 to 25 riders
on average. “We follow a mantra of
quality over quantity, as the riders we
regularly ride with show great character,” said Noriega. “Since our initial
humble beginnings of 2019 with five
or six riders we have gradually grown
and take pride in staying in touch
with our riders outside of organized
events.”
Many members who met through
the Hudson Valley Riders continue
friendships outside of the organization. “Others see this exchange and it
is part of the allure of following us,”
said Noriega. “You can make friends
and form lifelong bonds through your
passion for motorcycles and riding,
and it’s honestly a beautiful thing to
behold.”
The group has taken part in charity events and “memorial” rides. “In
2020, we helped in organizing a
memorial ride for one of our rider’s
family members, which in turn raised
nearly $1,000 for a foundation in his
name,” said Noriega. “We believe it’s
important to give back to the communities we ride through, as well as
give back to the people that we ride
with. If for no other reason than, it’s
the kind thing to do.”

Noriega said his group is networking with other riding groups to explore regions its members have never
ridden. “We invite riders of all levels
and riding styles to share a road with
us. For more information, feel free to
follow us on Instagram @hudsonvalleyriders, and on Tonit and Facebook
under our name Hudson Valley Riders. Also, follow the link https://flow.
page/hudsonvalleyriders.”
As a motorcycle policeman, Eddie
Ramirez endures tension as a part of
his job. It sounds like a busman’s holiday, but when he finds time Ramirez
likes to hop on his motorcycle, hit the
roads and blow off the pressures of
the job. He’s been riding recreationally over 20 years and has been a
motorcycle “cop” and instructor since
2018. He often rides with the Latin
American Motorcycle Association,
an international organization with
whom he has travelled to Chicago,
North Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and
areas in between. He also rides with
his Fraternal Order of Police Lodge’s
motorcycle unit out of Putnam
County. He’ll log on average about
10,000 miles a year on his bike. He
is co-founder along with Noriega of
Hudson Valley Riders.

Photo courtesy of Angel Noriega

County. The distance of the trek is
70 miles and it will take a half day to
complete. This particular ride begins
beside the Hudson in Newburgh
and heads north. Says the website,
“You will pass by open farmland and
rolling hills speckled with old barns
and farmsteads. You’ll cross the Rip
Van Winkle Bridge and pass by Poet’s
Walk Park. On Route 9G, you’ll
Supporting good causes
enjoy views of both the Hudson and
Ramirez and his biker buddies have
the Catskills, and on Route 103 (aka
been very active in charity rides. “One River Road) you’ll relax for an easy
of our first events was a charity ride
stretch that rambles through afflufor a mother who lost her life giving
ent, historic neighborhoods. This is
“No tattoos. No motorcycles.”
birth to a healthy child. With the
a smooth, relaxing road that doesn’t
“No one else in my family rode mohelp of our members we were able to demand too much concentration and
torcycles and my mother told me no raise $6,000 for the family. After that offers plenty of stops, side roads to extattoos and no motorcycles and I’m
event, we knew that we had someplore, and restaurants along the way.”
covered in tattoos and ride motorthing special and we have kept charity
With so many issues to deal with
cycles for a living,” said Ramirez good as one of our main focuses since,
the past year and a half, more and
naturedly. “She still loves me.”
and either host or assist with several
more area residents are taking to the
The roads travelled
Ramirez fell in love with the thrill charity events a year. It’s important
roadways on two wheels (motorized in
Noriega has been riding for around
of riding and having the feeling of
because it shows that bikers are great this case) to clear their minds and find
five years. “I’ve never met better
being “free.” He added, “Being a biker people with huge hearts as opposed to peace and solace. •
people than those I ride with from the didn’t just become a hobby. It’s my
the stereotype that bikers are rough,
Valerie Ubriaco Office Administrator for
Hudson Valley Riders. While most of lifestyle and part of my livelihood. I’m mean people.”
my rides begin in Dutchess County,
a busy person and the time I spend on
Some of Ramirez’s favorite rides in Dutchess Tourism, Inc. reported that her
I’m on the cusp, and aside from Route my motorcycle is my therapy and my Dutchess County are Route 82 from agency has a motorcycle tour map on its
9/9D or Route 301, I often find my- escape from reality. I clear my mind
Hopewell Junction to Millbrook and website (https://dutchesstourism.com/PDF/
brochure_rack/motorcycle-tour-map.pdf ),
self riding through Westchester and
and do some of my best thinking as
“checking out some of the wineries
and a regular driving tour map that provides
Orange counties. I enjoy the roads
I’m cruising down the highway or a
and restaurants” along the way. “From some suggestions of places to stop (https://
of Harriman State Park and Bear
country back road. I ride with my
Millbrook, I usually take Route 44
dutchesstourism.com/PDF/brochure_rack/
Mountain.”
children, so the time I get to bond
out to the Amenia and Millerton
driving-tours-1-3northern-dutchessweb-1.
with them on the bike is something
areas, then take Route 199 back over pdf ).
we cherish.”
to Red Hook where I have family. It’s
Ramirez is involved with the Hud- a very scenic ride, perfect for a really
son Valley Biker Network, which he
nice summer day to clear the mind.”
called “the number one resource” for
The website 2 Wheels for the Road
motorcyclists in the Hudson Valley
has as one of its top New York rides
and surrounding areas. “Facebook,
a Tour of Dutchess and Columbia
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our website, and the radio are our
main sources of outreach to the
motorcycle community. We advertise
upcoming events, rides, clubs, riding
groups, businesses, and non-profits on
social media, print media, and radio.
WPDH’s Beat on the Street is a weekly
review for Hudson Valley Bikers every
Friday at 4:50pm with DJ Smitty.”

WHENEVER THERE’S AN OUTAGE, YOUR
KOHLER GENERATOR KEEPS YOUR LIGHTS ON,
YOUR FRIDGE COLD AND YOUR HOUSE COZY.
®

Generator Sales • Service • Installation
Generator
We service all brands of generators
* Monitoring Software - Get alerts
Sales
• Service • Warranty
24/7 emergency
response
*

and manage your generator from
any where through comContractors
puter or please call for special trade pricing
smart phone application

Call for a free estimate
today… (518) 398-0810

Call for a free estimate today....

518.398.0810

40 Myrtle Avenue, Pine Plains, NY
bcigenerator@gmail.com • bcigenerator.com

www.berlinghoffelectric.com
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Growing your business
with ideas and action
The first step in growing a business is the idea. The second step is action. We help with both! Could your business
benefit from a new brand or a new website, or perhaps it needs supporting materials like a brochure, or maybe it
needs help in the marketing and PR department? No matter the need, how small or large, we’re here to help.
Services:
Graphic design | Branding | Identity systems | Advertising | Annual reports | Brochures | Book & print
design | Promotional graphics | & much more | Websites | Hosting & SEO | Environmental graphics
Apparel | Photography | Business consultation | Social media | Marketing & PR | Copy writing
Video & drone | Promotional video & TV commercial production

Thorunn

designs

518.592.1135 | thorunn@thorunndesigns.com
www.thorunndesigns.com | 52 Main Street, Millerton, NY

rs or
less
save!
Pay
offand
your
home in 10 years or less and save!
Pay off your home in 10 years or less and save!
REFINANCE NOW
WITH OUR
Lock inRefinance
our lowest
nowfixed
with rate
our ever.
And get cash out too!

LOWEST
LOW FIXED RATE!

RATES%

2.79
2.79
EVER
RATE

%
%
2.99
RATE

2.99

%

FREE
GIFT—$250
FREE
GIFT
– $250

APR*

Lock in our lowest fixed rate ever.
And get cash out too!

2.79
2.99%
%
RATE

APR*

Switch •FreeOnlineBanking&BillPay
•FreeMobileApp
from Fee •FreeDebitCard&Rewards
•FreeSafeDepositBox
to Free •FreeFirstOrderofChecks
•AndaFreeGift!

Free

S
from
to

179 C
Now Open in Copake!
179 County Route 7A, Copake, NY 12516

Apply
at anyatnearby
branch.
Or callOr
our
Lending
Center:
518.943.1424.
Apply
and close
any nearby
branch.
call
our Lending
Center:
LIMITED TIME OFFER!

www.tbogc.com

Community Banking at 518.329.2265
its Best

518-943-1424

* APR = Annual Percentage Rate. Promotional rate and offer are effective May 1, 2021. Promotional rate on your loan is offered on the condition that you maintain a checking account so that the payment is deducted. Auto debit is required for
promotional rate. No other discounts apply. No closing costs at account opening except mandatory NYS mortgage tax, appraisal fee and 3/4% origination fee. Minimum loan amount is $50,000. Maximum loan to value of 80%. Rate applies to 1- and
2-family homes, owner occupied. Other rates and terms are available. The transaction must result in a first lien mortgage and cannot be a purchase money mortgage. Payments are $9.56 per thousand for up to 120 monthly payments. Payments do
not include taxes and insurance which will increase payment obligation. Subject to credit approval. Rates arnd terms are subject to change without notice. ** $250 in GreeneRewards points will be added to your enrolled Bank of Greene County Visa ®
Debit Card within 60 days of closing on your mortgage. No cash substitution. We reserve the right to substitute a gift of similar value. One gift awarded per closing. Minimum loan amount of $50,000 in new money from the Bank of Greene County is
required to Rate.
obtain reward points offer. Employees of the Bank of Greene County and their immediate families are not eligible. This offer may be discontinued at any time without notice.
*APR = Annual Percentage

www.tbogc.com

*AnnualPercentageYield(APY)iseffectiveasof10/1/17andissubjecttochangewithout
notice.BalanceforAPY:$1-$1,000is4.00%,balanceover$1,000is.15%.
Feesmayreduceearnings.Somerestrictionsmayapply.

www.tbogc.com • 518.943.2600 • Stop by or call any branch today!

Promotional rate and offer are effective July 1, 2020. Promotional rate on your loan is offered on the condition that you maintain a checking account so that the payment is deducted. Auto debit is required for promotional rate. No other discounts apply. No closing costs at account opening except mandatory NYS mortgage tax,
appraisal fee and 3/4% origination fee. Minimum loan amount is $50,000. Maximum loan to value of 80%. Rate applies to 1- and 2-family homes, owner occupied. Other rates and terms are available. The transaction must result in a first lien mortgage and cannot be a purchase money mortgage. Payments are $9.56 per
thousand for up to 120 monthly payments. Payments do not include taxes and insurance which will increase payment obligation. Subject to credit approval. Rates and terms are subject to change without notice.
**$250 in GreeneReward points will be added to your enrolled Bank of Greene County Visa® Debit Card within 60 days of closing on your mortgage. No cash substitution. We reserve the right to substitute a gift of similar value. One gift awarded per closing. Minimum loan amount of $50,000 in new money from the Bank of
Greene County is required to obtain reward points offer. Employees of the Bank of Greene County and their immediate families are not eligible. This offer may be discontinued at any time without notice.
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business snapshot

Furnace – Art on Paper Archive

Spirit Ballooning

During the Covid summer months of 2020, Kathleen Kucka, director of Furnace – Art
on Paper Archive, discovered a unique space and opportunity in the small town of Falls
Village, CT. Kathleen resolved to use this beautiful space to bring amazing artists’ work
to the area and introduce a new audience to their work. Starting on May 1, Furnace
will host one-person exhibitions with a focus on art on paper, and the gallery will also
have a flat-file archive that houses numerous artists’ work on paper. Furnace – Art on
Paper will feature artists from the Tri-state area: New York, Connecticut, and Massachusetts. When you come to Furnace – Art on Paper Archive, you will see artwork
beautifully installed in the gallery, as well as in the flat files. You will see many different
kinds of work: abstract, collage, prints, and representational. This is a unique viewing
experience that allows for an intimate experience looking and discovering art. As an
artist herself, Kathleen remains passionate about artists and their work. She is curious
about the art-making process and engaged in the dialogue of art in its many forms and
desires to share this enthusiasm for art with others. This spring, the inaugural exhibition will feature artist Stephen Maine of Cornwall, CT. Furnace will host seven exhibitions this year and is looking forward to 2022 where it will continue bringing exciting
art to the northwest corner.

Darrel Long, owner and chief pilot at Spirit Ballooning in North Canaan, CT, started
flying hot air balloons when he bought his now wife of over 30 years a flight for
her 21st birthday. They enjoyed the experience so much that they decided to crew
throughout New England almost every weekend. Eventually, Darrel gained enough
experience and flight time to get his balloon license. Darrel would go on to buy 900
yards of balloon fabric and sew his own hot air balloon. Similar to his first balloon,
Darrel and his wife would build their own crew with their four children being involved
in the sport from the very beginning. Spirit Ballooning has now been in business for
over ten years and provides scenic flights in the Berkshires on weekends. They also
provide tether rides and walk-in balloons at special events. Spirit Ballooning specializes
in providing intimate balloon experiences to couples and small families. The pilots at
Spirit Ballooning say they are at Mother Nature’s mercy for speed and direction and
thus, she picks the destination, and they float with the winds. No two flights are ever
the same and this is where they get a chance to meet some great people on the ground.
Every flight has a story and Darrel says his view from the office on the weekends can’t
be beat. They have shared the skies with eagles, drifted down and touched lakes, and
on clear days, can see six states and the New York City skyline.

Hudson Cruises, Inc.

The Motorworks

Beginning in 2003, Hudson Cruises Inc. has offered the best in sightseeing and
river tours in Hudson, NY, and the surrounding river valley for nearly two decades.
Servicing mainly Hudson, Catskill, Athens, and Coxsackie, Hudson Cruises remains
a unique option for date night or a family reunion with their Friday evening Murder
Mystery, weekend sightseeing trips, or with one of their sponsored cruises. Utilizing his
more than 20 years of experience in the tourism industry, Captain Guy ensures that
each passenger enjoys their adventure on one of New York’s greatest landmarks. Members of the beloved cruise line say what sets them apart is their flexibility in serving clients. Deckhands and team members enjoy meeting people from all over the globe who
come to the Hudson Valley to enjoy both the river and the beauty of the area. Looking
forward to the 2021 season, Hudson Cruises remains optimistic about people wanting
to get back out on the river after a dismal past year. The cruise line operates the famed
Hudson/Athens Ferry on Friday and Saturdays after Memorial Day until Labor Day,
offering sightseeing on Wednesday, Saturday, and Sundays as well as private charters
and weddings. Hudson Cruises also offers lighthouse tours in conjunction with the
Hudson Athens Lighthouse Association, allowing locals and visitors alike to see and
experience a part of history that remains right offshore in Hudson.

After honing his skills for years at the track, owner Alex Kramer opened The Motorworks in 2006 in Millerton, NY, a place he has always felt was at the center of things.
After 15 years in the bustling village, today Alex employs a talented crew of mechanics
working together on both vintage and modern cars. The Motorworks provides repairs,
diagnostics, restoration to vehicles ranging from rare and vintage autos, both foreign
and domestic, to the family car. Alex himself has developed a devoted clientele of auto
aficionados and local car owners, who value his attention to detail, high level of customer service, and clear thorough explanations of all repairs done and why they were
important. The crew at Motorworks sees their unique work as not just fixing cars mechanically, but also the opportunity to equip customers with all the information they
need to make good decisions about their vehicle. Alex says he loves hearing stories and
jokes from customers, getting to know their families (even their pets), and especially
some of the amazing cookies customers have brought them over the years. Alex and his
crew at The Motorworks say they look forward to the electric car future and meeting
friends, new and old, at the shop.

Contemporary art with a focus on works on paper.
107 Main Street, Falls Village, CT. furnace-artonpaperarchive.com

Private and public cruises on the Hudson River; Public cruises: (518)
500-2524. Private charters: (518) 822-1014. hudsoncruises.com

Balloon ride tour agency. 41 Moses Mead Rd., Canaan, CT.
(860) 464-4359. spiritballooning.com

Auto repair shop. 23 South Center Street, Millerton, NY.
(518) 789-7800. themotorworks.biz
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monthly advice columns

INSURING YOUR WORLD
Transportation comes in many forms: cars, trucks, tractors, etc. Have
you ever thought about the insurance implications when operating
one of these type vehicles? Take for example if one decides to use
their private vehicle to Uber folks to and from destinations for a profit,
did you know that there is no coverage under a standard NYS private
passenger auto policy or most commercial auto policies unless they
are expressly rated as a livery vehicle. How about if you have a pickup
truck and your neighbor asks you to move a refrigerator for him from
the appliance dealer to his house and the refrigerator falls out of the
truck and does substantial damage… you will not be covered under
your auto policy for your neighbor’s damages. Another good example
is if you are hauling someone else’s boat or ATV with your truck and
there is an accident, your truck insurance policy will not cover if there
is damage to the boat or ATV while in your care, custody, and control.
And lastly, how about when you think you are doing your neighbor a
favor and take your riding lawn mower off your premises to mow the
neighbor’s lawn two houses down from yours, you pick up a rock and
break their picture window, you will not have coverage under your auto
or homeowners since that vehicle is only covered while on your own
residence premises. So, the moral of this story is to check with your
agent before using your vehicle for something a bit
out of the ordinary, it might save you a lot of
money and headaches!

Kirk Kneller
Phone 518.329.3131
1676 Route 7A, Copake, N.Y.

With the Spring and Summer driving seasons quickly approaching and Covidrelated travel restrictions easing, it’s the ideal time to make sure your car or
truck is ready for a road trip. Been procrastinating about getting that lingering 30, 60, or 90,000 mile service done? Don’t want to travel miles and
miles to the nearest dealer service department, dropping your car off for the
day, and inconveniencing friends and family for a ride home, and then a ride
back to pick up your car? There are quality independent, local, family-owned
service centers that employ highly-trained and certified technicians that
can also perform these services and will not void your new car or extended
warranty.
Before heading out on the road for long distance traveling, it’s a great
idea to stop in for any overdue servicing such as an oil change, tire rotation,
or just a general vehicle check over. With many newer vehicles not coming
with spare tires from the factory, something as simple as a flat tire could
really ruin a family vacation. Having a professional technician perform a vehicle inspection could save a major headache by spotting potential problems
before they occur, and you could have them addressed and repaired before
you head out on that family trip.
As with anything, it’s better to be proactive rather than reactive. This is
especially true when it comes to the vehicle that you rely on to get to work
every day, bring the kids to soccer practice, and take that classic all American road trip. So let us help you keep your car or truck running and driving
like it did the day you drove it off the showroom floor. Happy travelling from
your friends at Factory Lane Auto Repair!
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Like many others, the auto industry has had a wild ride over the past
year. At the beginning of the COVID-19 Pandemic, uncertainty of the
impact of a global pandemic was on dealers’ minds With statewide
shutdowns and entire sectors of our economy coming to a halt, many
dealers feared the second largest purchase of one’s life was not
going to be on the minds of consumers. Some dealers even resorted
to selling off large portions of their inventory fearing the worst. Immediately everything was focused on how to reinvent the selling of
automobiles to provide a more online and less interactive approach.
Sales slowed for a very short amount of time and the worst never
came. Consumers wanted new cars and they wanted to buy them as
they always have, by going to the dealership and taking a test drive
before they sign on the dotted line and drive it home. Demand for
new and used cars soared in the early months of the pandemic and
continues to be very high today. All sounds great right? Not so much.
Shutdowns at auto manufacturing plants and suppliers to them has
driven supply into the ground. Automobile inventories have been
declining and are at their lowest levels in years. An industry known
for overproducing and offering big incentives to sell cars is looking
at the most unhealthy and unfortunate supply-and-demand curve in
history. It is going to be a while before the supply catches up with
demand. This is a market where if you happen to find the vehicle you
are after, forget about negotiating – don’t ask for the free bike rack,
and certainly don’t sleep on it.

Kneller Insurance
Agency

Kneller Insurance
Agency

Is your vehicle ready
for your next trip?

(518) 398-5360
3 Factory Lane, Pine Plains, NY

WHAT TO EXPECT WHEN SHOPPING
FOR A CAR IN 2021

Factory Lane Auto Repair
Pine Plains, NY • (518) 398-5360

(845) 876-1057
3692 US - 44, MILLBROOK, NY
WWW.RUGESCHEVROLET.COM

Driving your brand forward
When you think of the word “brand,” what comes to mind?
Do you think of a company’s logo? Their tagline? Their
decor and atmosphere of their store or office? Perhaps all
of those factor in when you think of a brand?
Truth be told, all of those factors – and even more – play
a factor in a company’s overall brand. A logo alone can’t
do it. And so, when it comes time to think about- and plan
how to thrust your brand forward to get your message and
products out there, you must take a hard look at all of the
factors that make up your brand. Take an inventory of those
factors. It is then, and only then that a plan can be comprised as to how you can drive your brand further.
The next item to consider before formulating your plan is
to ask questions: what are your goals? What should your
brand convey? What are you trying to showcase and or
tell your customers? Do your customers get it? Does your
brand currently achieve that?

Thorunn

518.592.1135 | thorunn@thorunndesigns.com
www.thorunndesigns.com | 52 Main Street, Millerton, NY

designs

READY FOR
THE HEAT?
Do you have an A/C unit?
Or if you have one, has
it been serviced?
Don’t worry, Taylor
Oil & Propane is on
your side!

Stay cool this summer with Taylor Oil & Taylor Propane providing you
and your family with home heating oil, propane, & more.

TAYLOR oil
HEAT

TAYLOR
P R O P A N E

1-800-553-2234

www.GMTaylorOil.com • "LIke" us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/TaylorOilInc

Taylor Oil Inc., is a family owned and operated local business, serving the local communities for the over 90 years.
Offices in Dover Plains, Pawling, Millerton, Pine Plains, Millbrook. "We're here to serve you!"
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Our mobile banking app
provides insights into your
account activity and makes it
easy to manage your finances.

learn more at:
salisburybank.com/app

Connecticut
860.435.9801
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Massachusetts
413.528.1201

©Salisbury Bank and Trust Company

New York
845.877.9850

Equal Housing Lender

